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ito',.qTRACTti

This study considered in detail the Interaction and langua.ge.

use of a group of limited - English - proficient first-grade

Chinese4merican.students
and their two teac.hers, one

and one not. ,Th goals were 0.1) to- investigate
patterns .9f

teacher,,ktd student languageuse across the two contexts, and 12)

tcr determ4ne hbw teaChers'
proficiency In the students' first

lailguage contributed to' successful- instruction.
a.

4

The.study was conducted in three phases. In the first;

teachers, students and speech events were identified. In Phase

Ti4o, audiorecoedinos of teacher-directed lestons were made in the

two classrooms with the same .groups.,of students.
"Reccirded data

-mere transcribed, coded according to speeth-acts, and analyzed

both :quantitatively and qualitatively. In Phase:Thee,- target

students were followed into their second grade classroom; where

comparable procedUres were followed,

Tlie.monololingual
English teacher was found to provide

differential treatment to those students least proficient in

He employed lets effeCtive questioning ,strategies and

was le'ts clear abOut tasks,'
instructions, and rules. Both

bilingual teachers' Were consistent
across groups.: The bilingUal

first .grade teacher carefully .selected the
occasions when she used

Chinese in teaching English
.reading, and .she used it for, a variety

of purposes., Target studentt appeared to have no problem crossing

the border from first .to Second grade..
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CHAPT ONE

INTRODUCTION

Recent, research
has-shown that the ways childrensand teachers

use language inClassrooms can contribute to children's acquisi-

tion Of.both social and academic skills (Cazden,.John & Hymes,

1972; Cherry, .1981; Green, 1982; Green & Wallat, 1981.; Trueba', G.

Guthrie & Au, 1K31;WilonSon, 1982)', When stude-nts,andleachers

:meet together in a ol'assroom, their,
communication is done primal/-

Hy through the medium of langbabe; how their interaction is

organized impart detertineswhether
learning takes place. lIn`

.

this chapter, an overview of research from this perspective is

preSented, with spe.cial attention to. the approach taken in the

present study;

tangua-ge Use in Classrooms

;AnHinstructionf contexts,
teachers are responsible for

orchestrating their tpterictions with students, including not only

the presentation of academic cOntent, bUt alsthe ways in which

Student turns are distributed and order maintained .(Green, 1983).

They determine, for example, whether students bid for turns, hOw

correct reSponses are
rewarded, what sorts of questions are asked,

and what behaviors are sanctioned. Previous research in this area

has looked, at several aspects of classroom interaction such as the

rules for questioning and.answeri-ng4
rules for tUrn,taking, the

types of-questions asked and the reponSes elicited, and interrup-

_,
tionsdurinq small group instruction..1 Retearch has examined the

.pdsible effects of teacher differences, variation in students'

communicative competence,.student,group
status,, and so on.

In general, the fotui of thls research has been less on the

Strictly linguistic aspects of.language
than on the uses to which

language is put and the functiOns it'serVes. The traditional'

notion of second leriguagevroficienCy held
that.knowledge of a

language involves the mastery of particular phonological and-,

grammatical features. More recently, however, Hymes (1974)and-

others have pointed out that the ability to manipulate linguistic

rues or mimicnnative speaker* phonology does Tiot Jnsure effective.

Cohmunication.in'the second language: Thus, how teachers and .

'.students use language, rather than particular linguistic aspects

of-theirlkpeech, may have more to do with the way :children learn,

and.bY ttir same token, the miscommunication`,
misunderstanding, and

educational difficulty students
encounter Guthrie E. Hall, 1,983.,'

Hymes, 1972; Gumperz, 1981).

, .

A major focus'. of research from this perspective has been-on

the possiblvtismatch
betwea7,4,hoW language is used,at hote and at

schoo)..:, If there:isa discontinuity
between the students' home

6 0
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language use and that regUirdd for success at school, then the

opportunities for success for those students are reduced.(GOthrie

.8, Hall, 1983; Hall & Guthrie, 1982). Students of different

_cultural and linguistic backgrounds, for example, act and.use

language according to therules.of,their
community and.cuture ,

while at hoMe; in the school,
a'different 'set of rules is 'oper-

ative.

Even learning to read in'sthool is in' many respects an

intera tional process. 'Whereas reading for adults is usually a'

solitary endeavor -- they'read silently to themselves.'-'- readine,

.

MtChildren most often
takes-7iTace-in a group (Cazden, 19;79;

GUthrie and Hall, in press). The `degree to which interactions

within that g'roup.are
compatible with the students' native ways'of

communicating and (organizing' interactions
should facilitate

learning; the degree to which miscommunicatidn is minimized should

also contribute to student success.

Theoretical and Methodological Issues'

r

The study of language Use in classrooms has in recent yew

betome an interdisciplinary
endeavor engaging

scholars from a

variety of-fields anthropology, education,,linguistics.,
Osycho-

logy,.and sociology. .Cross-fertilization
of ideas and aolrOaches

has become so
pervasive that most researchers actually spar(

several disciplines in their work..vpile they may.'differ somewhat

in scholarly background, perspectiv, and method, certaintbemes

run through most.of their work.

A common 'assumption of esearch from this perspective is that

the functions and uses of language and other communicative means

are relative to particular cultures, and even subcultures

Languages vary, for example, in the amount and way in, hichithey,

are integrated into a culture, (Hymen; 1974), and wayt"'Of speaking,

gesture's, songs, touchiRg; and Other means of Communication may

occupy different positiOns in one.culture or
another so that the

nature of communicative competence varies. What we use speech to ,

communicate, another culture may communicate with gesture, or what

is an appropriate way of speaking in a given-context fdr one

culture may be unacceptable in another. Although sentence may be.

translated exactly on a grammatical level, because of inter ning

qultueal factorS, they may.tie non-equivalent semantically. A

particular speech act may have multiple functions
in.cont0t, and

the particular function(s) which the speaker intends will depend

on a number of possible factors relating to'the context, topic and

-purpose of%the interaction.

This theoretical
perspective naturally

has.implicatiohs for.

the methodological approach of the research.
ErvinTripp and

40itchell-Kernan-(1977) have
identified five common notions affeCt-'

ing method. The majority of classroom'lanraa
studies currently

take these into account. First, the data ource for studies of

conversation or children'i
language-should be natural language in

.context. Traditional methodsoflanguage
study, such as". ,

2 7



interviews and introspection have proVed inadeopUate: Research has

Shown that fOr.children (and adults) , thejDierview situation,

tends to cause the subject's speech to shift .toward a more formpl

register .(I..abov 1972; Ervin- Tripp 8.Mitche19-Xernan, 1977). Self

report'is Pk) suspect. In a recent example cjted.by egarretta

(1981), for instance, teachers were asked to estimate therelatiVe

amounts' of English and Spanish they used-ln. the'classroom, They.-

reported using each language to an ealf 4egree, but subsequent */ ,0:

observations showed English was actially (Sed nearly 75 percent of

the- time.

Researchers, then,.hlvetwo alternatives:
The first is:to'

.
observe laAguage in, use andliake use of on-the-spot Coding or-

note-taking. The most popular obsery.ational,SystOn for, classrOoms

is that of Flanders (1970); but there is :a wide variety"! of -s

observational
schemed used in tducattoner research and.evaluation..

Most of ,these, however, do not,fcus.on' language and language use

per se. The Flanders system has been uSed,in modified form for

'bilingual classrobms (Legareetta; 1979). More recently, struc-

tured obseri/ation -Instruments, for thesPecific purpse Of examin-

:insj4language use have been developed, such as'thoseused in the

Significant -Bilingual Instructional Features Study 4,(Tikunoff,.

1983),: In the, Time Allocation Procedure (TAP), for exampTe,/the

. pbserver codes-inst'ances of language, change, recording the

addressee(individual, small group, or whole group) and the

ostensible function of the-first statement (discipline.,
procedures, or ,instruction).. While such ,Asystem maybe useful

forestimates,oflanauage use at a somewhat gross level, it has

rious 'imitations when it cores to describlTig discourse. Chief

rong them is the basic faci.that all'inforMation-gathering is

done onrthe-spot, and .restricted to a fixed Set of categories. 14.

These schemes are thus inadequate'for capturing the more subtle

aspects oflanguage-in-use and multipre functions Of language".

The :compleities of social interaction are so great'that

observers,, nor matter how astute, can see everything They -scan

,take note of even less,. so that actually very little of what goes

captured. .For these reasons and others, the use of

4 structured observations as a means'for.describing
discourse has..

been 'widely criticized (Labov & Fanshel:, 1977;, Mehan, 1979)

A' Second 'alternative is OS utilize some sort of recording

device, eitber audtotape,
videotape, or film (See Erickson

Wilson, 1982).:.1n this way, a permanent recprd of an interactiOn

isproduced which will allow repeated viewing of..listening. In

Eeickson and Schultz's method (1981), for'instance, researchers

may view videotapes scores of times in the. course of the anafysis.
-'

In addition, by .using more than one microphOne or camera, differ--

ent-perspectives.on the same interaction can be made available.

This i5 not to say; of,course, that the use of mechanical devices

'represents a perfect method;, the process is time-consuming and the

daka sample is thereby necessarily limited. For the study of

discourse, however,, it appears that the use of recordings to some

degiTe is required.
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An the present Study-, a.combination of these'iechnidues was

.-'employed. 'First, descriptiv fieldrigtes we're"taken'in thel.firtt

-4,tias(ofthe study in circle hat appropriate:target
students and

.ippech'eyents for later. re rding could bejdentified. During the

seco6d.and thi,rd'phasesi audjprtape recordings of'the natural

speech of target children' 'andrteachers weremadeAnd supplmented:

by fieldnotes.:'.While one esearsher operated the recording

equ'ipment and noted speakers-, another described-the contexts of

fictions and actiOties.
, r

The second theme. tdentified byErviri-Tripp and Mitchell-

.Kernan (197) was that the study of discouerse includes elements of

language beyond 'the AntenceleVel. Tradit'ional linguistic

studiese,saw nptpariteular.reasop to look''.4%fstretches of language

longer'that the sentence; -neithelr. di .the early transformational'

grammarians,,(Chomskr,
1965)., More,recently,.

howeVer, it has

betoMe appaTent that Jultiple copttraVnts beyond the sentence

level,operate_on the produdt4on of speech. SociolinguistiC

forkexample, has-mOved to a focus on. the speech event orrspeech

act.- AS'Hymes (1974) put it", "in seeking structures, Saussure.js

concerned with th% Word, Chomsky with the sentence, the ethno- 4

graphy OfspeakTng..0th,the act of speech " (p.90).
J4 . .

In this study, the focus was do both the speech event4nd the

,speech act. First, through naturalistic observation, typical

speech situation in the twD classes were identified: then,

through more structured observatilons, the participant structures

of various speech events ,(letsons) were
determined and Selected

,for study. Finally, by.tisno the
Conversational-act system, we

were-able
tosconsider,elemenis of discourte beyond the sentence or

utterance'. level,' While this system (*to be described ih more ,

dqail later) codes individual utterances,' the coding it done in

. context, both linguistic and situational.
ti

F

This brings us to p)e'third theme in thettudy f children's

discourse (Ervin-Tripp ' Mitchell-Kernan, 1977). Mot research on

language use today recognizes that features of the s cial.and

situational context affect linguistic rules and output (for a

discus'sion, see Guthrie & Hall, 1983).

In the mutual construction of their ditcour = actors make

selections about what they want to say next (se 1C -options),

about .how to say it (social options), anObdu t e form it will

take (linguittic options). 'At the basis!,Of all t ese choices, and'

impinging upon them, is a series. of factOrs which can act as

constraints. At the most general level, these elude social and

cultural facts such as social status and:cultura norms. At the

most narroW level are facts within the,interacti
rlitself, such ,as

particuallr prosodic or phonological, variations.

-
.

The various-.Onstraints do not operate in sOlati , however;'

all are interdependent and mutually interactpi . The influence of

broader constraints likerculture, sense; liters through

eVery other leVel and siMultaneously,exPeri
nCed. in terms of

)
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the situation, sNial context, and task. Similarly, more local

constints 4uch as the task always operate in a context of
.

society, culture, and. situation, for one'cannot be engaged in a

task outside of.his or her culture, society; or somesituation:
t.

Inthe process of interaction,,,tkie actor makes-10dcal,

j-'grammatical; phonological and.prosod selections for each in

stance of a_speechact. All!these-t gethex aremade within-the.

confines of the interaction as est ished by the actor's own

iAterpretatiogs
and4efinitions of the 'Ongoing environment, and in

accordance'withhis
knowledge of interactional fattS and-rules%

As, 'suggested earlier, actors also have'at their disposal.a wide
,t_

'variety ofways in wt,Och to s0 what they mean, and thereby tarry'

... out their purposes.
.._ ,

.

It is atthe discourse fevel; 'then, that effects 'of these,.

sefections, and in fact, of constraints, interpretations, know-

ledge, and-decinitions as well are realized. It is'also'at, this

level that meaning is conveyed. 'Once again, in the present study,

by coding utterances in context, the influence of these various ,

constraints, is captured.
.

The forth "theme concerns tpe,fact that linguistic rules are

variable. `For example, as shown definitively by Labov (1966),

phonological' rules vary accordingto the situation, It should

not,, hoWever. be assumed that there is:any regular one-to-ane ,

'correspondence betWeen particular constraints or rules and parti-

cular discourse features, Constraints may operate singly or in

combination and acrosl the.various discourse and Uriguistic .

levels. Factors of social status, for eXample, can just as' well

(influence code chofce as phonological'variation; a tontextuali-

,
zation cue as sdbtle as a risein intonation can result in a !

chanoe in.code, deflnition cIf the situation, or phonological

choice: It'is, not possible' to
specify.,exactly how. these factors

constrain interactfbn,
primarily because they are all filtered

through the perception and interpretation of interectants and Ne:

in addition, out -of- awareness.
As mentioned earlier, one can

never be ebsolUtely certain which factor constrained a'pirticular

interaction in -a particular way, though an educatedguess or

appr6ximatiOn is possjble. The degree to which certain facts

influence interaction will naturally vary fromone occassion to

another. Even in thertibst 'ritualized or controlled of "cases such

as a marrikge, a religious Ceeremony,ror anexTeriment, there will

is)be ro m r fleXibility and variation at one level or another.

How hen i *the researcher to account for them and on what basis?

The fifth theme suggested by Erwin-Tripp and Mitchell-
rran

is that conversational utterances can serve multiple functions in

context;aqd that particular functions 'do not map on to structural

features. :Nor example, philosophers recognize-two types of

' meaning, literal (sentence) meaning ,and non-literal (utterer's)

meaning (Grice, 1975). The first is the meaning which an utter-

ance has regal-dless;pf context; the second the meaning a

p- speaker imputes4in a certain situation. Indirect speech acts are
. t

5 1.0
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a

exampleS of non - literal language use that
occur in'everyday

.i:

conversations. In. the right context, for example, whei someone.;.

says "it's hot' in here," he is not just ,canmenting on the room

temperature, but is indirOctly telling sOMeone,to Open a windoW.

Teachers' malce frequent use of such devices 'as when they say, "I

like the way Johnny issikting:" This comment not onIyserves to

colmpliment Johnny, but a the same time' reminds all, the other

students that they had-b tter be quiet. .

.

. . I
_

in the-present stud/', we have tried to account for ,the

'1 gniultifle functionS
-of- lainguage in two ways. First, as in the

previqus case, we have dodsd utterances in context '--, with refer-.-

ence,to tapes, transcri is and the memory of the coder, since-data-

colleciors.conducted.th
todines well. Second,ithe Conversa- -2

- ticinallct
Oding-syste,,allows for doublq boding so that two

functions may be represented. .

",:2

- Research on Cultural end Linguistic Minorittes

, )

Previous researchpn-language use in the classroom has been

done 44ith children frori? several different cultural and ethno-

linguistic groups. Thee have included.Blacks (Cook-Gumpierz,

Gumperz & Simons, 981; Michaels & Cook-Gumperz: 1979; Guthrie, .

1981; McDermott, I78) Hawaiians (Au, 1980; Bp6gs, 1972'); Hebrew-

, speakers (Enright, Ramirez, & Jacobs, )981 -82); Hispanics

;(Carrasco; Vera & Cazden, n81% MThan-,, 1)79; Moll, Diaz, Estrada,

& )11.opes, in press; Duran, 1981; Erickson,
Cazden,Carrasco, &

Guzman, 1979) and Native Americans (Mohatt & Erickson, 1981;

Philips, 1972)-

Effective-use of language by teachers with limited-Enolish-

I ,speaking
childi:en'(LES) has been the subject of considerable

debate. Much of the discussion has focused on the relative

.
amounts of Englis1h and'the students' first language a teacher

should use. Some have attempted to prescribethe relative amounts'

Of ,each language.
.

Legarretta-Marcaida
(19,81), for example, has suggested that

for limitedand Kon:-English-speaking
children in 'grades K-2,

teachers should use the students' primary language approximately

70 percent of the time. The English proportjon can. then gradually'

increased to.about 50 percent' in later grades.

Milk (1981) explored the Itfunctional imbalance' in the use of

English and Spanish. His thesis was that

If,a-particular classroom is aiming toward- truly -equal

development of both languages,cthen each language must.,

be used.by both teachers and students more or less)

equally for the full r1nge of classroom functions. It

is not sufficient,
therefore, for the languages to be

used an equal amount of time -= they must also be used

to an equal extent to accomplish the principal'pedagog-

ical functions of the class. (Milk, 1981, p,13)



.
Some have suggested, further,

that'thexise of students' first

Oanguageand Englis should,be separated in the classroom.- Still others

have recommended th almost exclusive Use of English (Baker 8 ,deKanter,

1982).

Attention has also been given to comparison of teachers' instruc-

tion and language use across different student groups. Much of this

work has concentrated on the differential treatment of.students,in lower

groups (Good & Brophy, 1974; McDermott, 1976; Rist 1973). Cherry

(1978) conducted a comparative stud of teachers' expectations across

student communicative
coMpetence levels. Her fiinding was that while

-teachers' language use varied with studentonedps, between teacher

effects were greater. This finding has .been supported in. the work of

.Enright, et al. (1981-82), who compared the language use Of. two teachers,

with,the same group of students.in a Hebrew-English bilingual situation.

In a study of Hispanic Americans, Moll, et al. (in press) examined

the lan'guage use of two'teachers, only one of whom spoke Spanish, with

the same groupof Children. He found that the teacher who-did not speak

the students' first language provided lessons at a lower level of

difficulty-than did the Spanish-speaking teacher: Apparently,, the Anglo

teacher underestimated the Spanish- speaking students' abilities because

he himself did not speak Spanish.
1

Mohatt and,Eriekson (1981) compare-Id the-cultural congruence of two

teachers with their Native-American students. Only one teacher was of

the same culture as the students, and the other had had little prior

experience in teaching children from that culture.' Both, however, were

regarded as experienced and competent teachers. Using a microethno-

graphic technique
(Erickson & Schultz, 1981), Mohatt and Erickson

videptaped a'number of school lessons in each class. One focus of their

analysis was upon the.pacing,'"doing the right things at the'right time'

(p. 112). Their conclusion was that the Native-American
teacher and hei

students revealed a "shared sense of pacing" in their behavior that was

at first absent in the other teacher's class (p. 112).

With the-exception of the. work by Fillmore (1981, 1982) and Pung

Guthrie (1982, in press), language use of Chinese students and their

teach ;r.s has been largely ignored. Further, the work that has'been don

has been at a more general, decriptive level. It is often .assumed tha

I because
Asian-Americans have a reputation for high achievement, their

Ichi)dren experience little educational difficulty. This attitude

obstures the fact that large numbers of recent immigrants from Asian

face serious problems in communicating and learning to speak and read

English.

At present,
veryilittle is known about how

Chinese-speakin/ child-

4'en and their teachers mutually construct interactions. In this study,

we examined the communicative
acts of a group of such children and the

teachers so that We might be able to describe what happens in their

;lessons and pei-haps identify instsuctional and interactional ap.proache!

lwhich are particularly effective.

7 14)
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Overview

This study involved a detailed examination of the language use of a

group of Chinese-American, first-graders and their two teachers. ,While

considerable information
is)avatlable on language use in monolingual

classrooms, and to -a lesger extent, on that in Hispanic bilingual

situations, very little is known about how Chinese children and their

teachers construct interactions.

The focUs of the research was a bilingual class of students which

alternated each half-day between a Chinese bilingual teacher and 'a

non-Chinese-speaking teacher.
This provided the unique opportunity to

examine the language cam. the same. LESdchildren-with, two different

teachers. The first of these teachers not only:spoke the students'

first language, Cantonese, but was also of the same cultural background.

A woman in her early twenties, she .and.immigratedvto the U.S. at the age

of nine: Both her Cantonese and Engligh wereinative-like: The other

teacher was an anglo male who had taught in Spanish-English bilingual

programs, but had little prior experience with Chinese students.

Research Questials

Three bSsic questions directed theresearch. The first of these

sought an indepth description of the Classroom interaction between

Chinese-American children and their teachers. , How do teachers orches

trate lessons and how, in turn, do students respond? What variation, in

both teacher and student language, is found across student-English

language proficiency groups?

Second, we compared the interaction in the two classrooms. What

differences occur between the ways in which the two teachees orchestrate

lessons?',' What differences emerge in student language use? How do these

differendes,,,compare across linguistic proficiency groups?
. .

Third, we asked-what variations in teacher and student language

might tie found when'this group of cHildren moved on to second grade.

Did these students experience difficulty in crossing the "1)qt-der"

\between first and second grade, or in adjusting to the rule system of

the new teacher?

Method

Sociolinguistic methods were used 'to seek answers to these ques,

tions and to uncover the ways in which Cantonese-speaking children and

their teachers constructed their interactions and used language. The

studywas condUcted in three phases. In the first phase, target

1 '1



students and speech events (lessons) _were
identified. -In the second.

. phase recordings of sample lessons were collected, transcribed,: and

analyzed.. The third phase involved additional recording in reading

lessons 'afier target students had progressed to second grade. The ,-

' procedures employed 'within each phase are described more detail

below. First, however, is a description of the setting in which the

study was. Conducted.

Setting

.

The setting for the study was in elementary school with'a predork-

inantly Chinese population. The school was located.near a large :China.:

town tommunity. On thewest coast.

The school is located in the heart of Chinatown situated betwedw

these two streets, in thgemiddle of the block, ,on an incline of about 20

'degrees. A half block Vim is one of the busiest streets in Chinatown.

This street is so busy, in fact, that there was a controversy in the

newspapers recently concerning the dense traffic _and how to deal with

it The traffic consists mainly of deliverytrucks, buses, and

shoppers; and the situation gets, so bad sometimes that a bus may sit for

half an hour without moving. Most of the shops on this street are

groceries, with a few restaurants, toffee shops, banks, and jewelry

stores. It is generally
beJieved that things are somewhat cheaper on

4 this street than on the other streets of Chinatown. Above the school is

another major street. It is less congested, and the shops there are

supposed to be still cheaper. There are also a few parking garages and

apartment houses, as well as a Chinatown Branch of the Public Library on

this street.

There are two buildings at the Chinatown Elementa'ry School, the

main building and the new building. The main building was constructed

in the 1920's; the new buildihg was completed about 15 years ago. Each

is four stories tall. [that area not occupied by the school buildings is,

comprised of two asphalt playgroundS I neither very large.

There were approximately 644 students enrolled in Chinatown Elem-

entary at the time of this study. The school population is relatively

stable, but there are periodic influxes-of new immigrant and refugee

students from the Oriental Education Center where most new immigrants go

first. Almost half; the school population was Chinese; the remainder of

the students were largely Spanish surname, other Oriental (primarily

Vietnamese), and. Black. Table 1 presents the figures for the ethnic

breakdown of the school population.
Because: of the etlinic quota system

''oPerative
wit the district; the

school is not officially "closed" to

new Chinese udents, except those who live within the most immediate

neighborhood.



Table 1'

Ethnic Summary, of ainatown Elementary
School Popul 'tion

.

ti

Spanish Ither
amer. Sther

Ethnicity" Surname .White Black, Chinese ndian pino on= Tot

Total
W.

, 128

19.9

17

2.6
75

11.6

28-7

44.6 .

/ White

It2 644
120.5 100

Within the Chine'ie community, the schoonis a good reputation.-

- Most Chinese parents seem to feel more secure,If their children are

attending a school that is predominantlY
Chipbse and has Chinese

teachers. There have been 'reports of parent's who submitted a falsified

address, or used that of a relative, in order that their child might be

allowed to attend the school

Most of.the Chinese students at Chinese
Elementany are classified

as either Limited-English-Speaking
(L'S) or Non-English-speaktng (NES).

,These students, in turn, are placed
d"'

either a Bilingual or Regular

Class. Table 2 presents the numbers of Cantonese speakers, their

classiffcation as either NES., LESS /Bilingual
(balanced) or English-

Dominant and their class assignmOits.

Table 2
at,

Classification
and'Assignment of Chinese Students

Classification
NES
LES

Bilingual
English-Dominant

Assignment
Bilingual Regular Total

166 10 RE-
76 1 77

8 0 8

19 50 69

Phase One

During/Phase Qne, the site participating teachers, target students,

and speech.fevensyere identified. Details On each of these tasks are

given. below.

Subjects,

Subjects were eleven first-grade Chinese-American students,

selected on the basis of English language proficiency. Prior to data

collection, each teacher was asked to rank all students in the class on

a four-point scale of oral English language proficiency (Fuentes 8,.0

Wisenbaker, 1979). The bilingual teacher also provided similar infol-m-

ation on students' Chinest proficiency. These judgements were then

10.1



verified
throdgh'observations of pot0101 target students.

In'this.

en of ,the scale 11-2), four ranked

twb fquentEfiglish_Aspeakers
Were

r. tv. -

'way, fivestudents
ranked at thelr

at the middle,of-the scale 13), an

selectesd.

ai

Lessons .

i
u ,

As mentioned above, the' two participdt4ng
teachdrs in the s dy taught

,..in a halfmdaxralternation
bilingual program. Each techer met with, the

students,in fhe target class for half of each school,,day, and alternated

between Inornings and afternoons'.
One, teacher was bilingdt1 and biliter-

ate in Chinese, and English, and. while the other spoke no Chinese, he did

speak Spanish and had taught a self-contained Spanish,
bilingual class

the year before. Both teachers had
several years of experience.

Two types of lessons were selected for analysis in this report,

Readi,ng with the bilingual teacher and Oral Language in the Anglo

teacher's class. AlthoUgh the lesson content and focus differed some-

whbt across the teachers' lessons, they were in many respects compar-

able. For two weeks prior to taping, classroom observers took des.crip

tive fieldnotes and coded for activity structures (Bossert, 1978).

These two lessons were found to be compatible in that they were both

teacher-directed,
student membership was approximately the same, and

both teachers organized lessons around a basic question/answer format.

4 Descriptions of thestypical
organization of each teacher's lesson

follow.
-2

Reading. The bilingual teacher divided stude to four instruc-

tional groups for Reading: Flintstones, Roadrunners,
ugs Bunnies, and

Snoopies. Each group met with the teacher for 15 to 20 minutes-during

each reading period, rotating
according to the schedule set up by the

teacher.

Reading lessons are
conducted in much the same way with each group.

The teacher usualry began by writing a list of vocabulary words on the

board near the reading table. She then would introduce each word and

ask students to read and say the words as a group. Individual students

were then called on to read all the vocabulary words aloud. The' next

task for the reading lesson would involve using the student -text or the

accompanying story posters. Each poster contained a picture on the top

and a story below. When she used the poster, the teacher would ask the.

students to look at the picture first, then ask them to describe the

picture.
Together, they would then read the story on the poster. When

she used the book, she adopted the same approach as
with the poster,

beginning with a description of,the picture, followed by reading. The

final step in the typical reading lesson would be to ask the children to

read the text silently, after which she asked them comprehension ques-

tions. To answer these, students were allowed to read an appropriate

phrase or sentence from the text. Throughout the reading lesson, if

students
stumbled'over a word, the teacher read it out and asked the

student to repeat it =.

Oral Language. The Anglo teacher divided his class for Oral

Language into two instructional
groups on the basis' of oral English,

16



1

I

,t

,
,1

y;proficienc;Low and la combination-cif. Middle and High. HoweVer, during

the Oral Language period, only:thatlroup being taught by the' teacher

.remaineOn the classroom; the ether group,met with another instructor

in a dififerent room. overall prodedures.employed
witli each ,group

were much
4\ , 1 's

h the same:. . .
. -

,

,

. .

,

TheoLow group Corisitted 'cif.si,,x,
stUdenfsswho sat in their assigped-

seats. For Oral Langau4d, the teacMr'wOuld join the' group by pulling up

an additional chair. Very often the lessofi began with picture flash

card which students were required to identify and describe. .

Middle/High group was compOsed of nine students. They all sat

at able in the center of the room, where only the Middle group

st ents normally. sat. The teacher brought hi own chair when he joined,

the group. Once again, the teachdr usually beganiwith pictureflash-

car s, which the'students were to identify. Chinese lessons taught by

the ilingual teacher as well as ,seatwork in the other teacher's class

were recorded as well.
-

,

Two

\

In Phase Two, teachers and'target students were recorded :in-differ-

e lessons: Oral Language and Seatwork in 'Teacher B's class arid

Readint and Chinese. in Teacher A's. There were transcribed, coded, and

analyzed. Following is an overall
d6Scription of the activities within

this phase of the study.

Data Collection

Audfot&pe recordings were made through the use of ,a Marantz

recorder, with two lavaliere microphones
placed in the middle of eacfN

group's table. All data collection for Phase Two was conducted over a

two-month period in the spflng of 1982.

Two data colleciors were present during each tapik)g session, both

fluent speakers of Cantonese, Mandarin, amd Enolish., One data collector

took fieldnotes on the activities of the focal group, recording inform:-

ation on the physical arrangement of the group, important nonverbal

be4viors, the text and/or materials used, and other contextual inform-

atliOn. The other data collector; meanwhile, monitored the audiotape

through earphones. Because of incidental noise in the class and the

voices of students in other groups, the earphones enabled the data

collector to hear much petter the speech of the teacher and target

students. This data collector wrote down names and utterance fragments

of speakdrs throughout the,interaction to aid in subsequent transcrip-

tion.

Transcription

The audiotape
recording of each lesson was transcribed by the data

collector who monitored that taping session. The handwritten transcript

was then entered into an IBM Personal Computer used for the analysis.

Those utterances ill Chinese were transcribed in Chinese; and an English

12
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translation was provided in brackets. Descriptions of nonverbal

behavior were included in parentheseS.

Coding

Utterances 44ere toded ustng a system of Cbnversational-acts

-(C-acts) developed by.Dore (1977) and employed in several studies of

childrem!rlangbage use (Cole,. Dore, Hall & Dowley, 1978; Dore, Gearhart,

& Newman, 1978; Guthrie, 1981; Hall & Cole,-11378). C-aCts repreSent a

taxono Of'speech act types which code utterances according
to (1) the

ts

.0, grammaI al structure of the utterance, (2) its,illocutionary

properti , and (3) its general semantic or propositionalicontest.

'--
-

P
4

,

BecaUse of the different nature and focus of_thailresent research,.

_some moaifications Were made in the systeM%v used in previous studies.

These included both the addition and deletion of certain codes. The

revised list of codes, definitions, and examples is presented in

Appendix A.

,

Forty-nine'separate
speech-acts, each assigned a three-letter code,

comprise the Conversational-act system.
These, are grouped into six

broad function types: (1) Assertions,, which solicit information or

ona) Performatives, which accomplish acts by being

r--
actions; Organizational Devices, which cohtrol personal

contact and

conversat l flow; (3,)

said; (4). Requests,, which soliCitinformation or actions; and .(6)

Responses, which supply solicited information,or acknowledge remarks

(Dore et .af., 1978, pp. 372' -3). An additional category of special

speech acts which codes microphone talk, laughing, singing, etc..is also

included. Conversational-acts
serving the Request function, for example,

include Requestsfbr-Attibh
MACY, Product Requests (QPR), and Requests

for Permission (0PMI).

*Codin9 proceeded as follows. Firtt, the grammatical form and its

literal semantic meaning were determined. Then a judgement was made as

to the conventional fbirce, or purpose; of the utterance. In this step,

sequencing, reference, and other conversational
cues, such as marked

illocutionary devices and intonation; were taken into consideration.

Jtterances,iwere thus placed first within the six broad function types,

and then categorized as an individual Conversational-act.
Throughout

the coding, the contextual information contained in fieldnotes provided

an addition check for the validity.

Initial coding was conducted by the data collector who observed a

particular lesson. To ensure inter-coder
agreerrient, each taped session

was then coded a second time by another member of the research team, all

of whom had engaged in. two weeks of training and practice. Discrep-

ancies'were resolved throUgh discussion.
Throughout the coding process,

inter-coder agreementAfor individual.
lessons ranged from .90 to .96. It,

should be noted that Conversational-act
coding has been shown to he

highly reliable in other studies as well In both the Cole et al. (1978)

and Hall and Cole (1978) studies, inter-rater reliability approached

.90.
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,

Although utterances inithfnese w ev.translated,into English and

entered as data,.alIcOding,was done-onthe
original Chinese. In

several *instances, this procedure oved to be crucial Since the English

translation would 'have received a ifferent code. -

In a: recent, paper, Cicourel (1 compared ,three preval'ent model's

"of discoUrse: 'the speech attmutodel,
the'expansionmodel, and the

problemzSolvingbodel, .His gonclUsion was that ang:one of theselodels':

in isolatiOn is inadequate; some Ott of intwation Wreouire& The

method used in the oresent study rep P$Ants an atteMpt at such an, 4

integration. By including, both quantitative and qualitative analyses,

the speech act and eXpansion models were-to some extent combined.

This integration also helped to meet some of the criticisms leveled

by Cicourel against the speech act approach. Cicourel faulted the

speecgact model because it cannot easily account. for 1) organizational

features of interaction; 2) participant's
strategies, e.g. plans for

elaboration; 3) the situated nature of discourse, su6k1;,,a1 situated

meaning and context; and 4) th multiple functions Wutterances. The

present study overcomes these aknesses by incorporating the following

methodologies:

First, organizational
features of ,interaction, e.g. participant

structures were identified in-the Phase I observations. These guided

the selection of episodes (lessons) for taping in Phase Two. All coding

and analysis was,done with regard to the participant structures.

Second, attention was given to partipants' local strategies and plans

'for elaboration in ways of speaking. Because coding was done not on

single septences< Or utterances, but on stretches of discourse, taking

the course and development of the, conversationAnto consideration, the

actor's strategies and intentions were included. In addition, the

qualitative analysis'in many respects focused on just this aspect of

discpurse. Particular attention was given to the questioning strategies

each;teacher employed in conducting parrticular lessons. Third,,since

all coding was done on relatively large stretches 'bf language, situa-

tional meanings were taken into account. In coding the data, consider-

ation was given to the speakers' utterances in context. What was said .

before, after, and in contexts more removed in time was taken into

account in the coding. Finally, the present study was sensitive to the

multiple functions of utterances in context. The C-act system allows

for multiple coding so that important meanings and intentions are not

lost. Jurther, in this study, the observers' fieldnotes provided a,

running description of the context which contributed to the coder's

knowledge of and sensitivity to the interaction. The facyhat the

data collectors conducted the coding also contributed to it validit .

The use of Conversation-acts rather than other coding systems

contributed to a mitigation of some of the other weaknesses Cicourel

identified in speech act analyses. First, because Convergational-acts

are sensitive to grammatlical form, semantic content, and illocutionary

force, and not jdgt onetbf these, they provide a link between form and

function.. As Cole et al.' (1978) point out, Conversational-acts mediate'

between the grammatical and the social, between the "grammatical forms .

4.1.9
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. . and the interactional purppse for which they are used (').74): In

other words, they integrate speakers'interests and purposes.

15
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CHAPTER THREE

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

A tOtil.of 19.1estns/evekt's were select6 for analysis.

The focus was on fair, pes of classrpom ressons/eventS', (1)'

Reading in Engyish, to Oht by Teacher A and Oral Langua9e% taucift

by'Teacher B. e number of lessons .by -type and by teacherWare

'given- in Table along with tie time. of. recording and total

number of utt nces in each lesson.

114

Table 3

'

Sample of Lessons Ana.lyzed

Teacher A (bilingual) Tea er B

Type Reading Oral Language

No. of
Lessons

Minutes

Utterances

ND

._

lr

185

7456

8

155

8297,

, .

00%

Data analysis has proceeded in the following manner, egin-

ning with a large corpus of data, nearly six hours (340 minutes)

of tape recordings consisting of 15753 coded utterances, our first

task was to begin to "slice" that data in ways which would make it

meaningful...Each utterance was coded according to (1) the speak-

er, (g) speaker's oral English proficiency, (3) language of the

utterance, and (4) the
conversational-act-(C-act) of the utterance

performed. By treating each of these as an independent variable,

we began to answer question concerning children's and teachers''

language use. For example, how does the langaUgs.use of the two

teachers vary across groups of students with different English

language proficiencies? The system, of. Conversational-acts

employed in the study (see'Appendix) can also be reduced to six

broad Function Types: (1) Assertions, (2) Organizational Devices,

(3) Performatives, (4) Requests, (5) Responses, and (6) Special

Speech, Acts. For an examination of 1 guage use at a more general

1 v:1, analyses can be conducted at t at level.

16
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Molar Analysis

The first task undertaken the analysis of teachers'

language use was to examine possible
differences in the overall

number. of Conversational-acts
(C=acts) across lessons and student

proficiency groups. This was accomplished by calculating the

f44eqmeney of C-acts,performed
bieadh speaker in each lesson.

From this determined` several
propqrtiont,u0on which other

an uses were conducted. '

We looked at, for initance, the
proportion of the total

C-acts within a lesson contributed
by the teacher and students.

This served as an'jndex for comparison of teachers and student

groups. .For example', if in a lesson all the speakers, including

the teacher, produced 1600 utterances, and 500'oT those were the

teacher's, the teacher would have contributed,,50
percent of the

talk. In Table 4 are given the proportiont of overall talk

.
contributed by Teachee A and Teacher B in the different instruc-

tional groups. Student group totals have been averaged for qk

individualS. As can be seen, Teacher B contributed somewhat less

than 50 percent in both the.low and medium/high groups. Teacher

A, on the other hand, performed nearly 60 percent of the C-acts in(

two of her groups, and 52 percent in th&rother. The higher

propartion of talk with the Middle and Low groups might indicate

that Teacher A more directly
controlled the interaction with those

students. Green'and Wallet (1982); for instance, found that the

teacher who talked more also took more control. The average

amount of talk contributed by individual target students was

remarkably
consistent,pero s lessons and classrooms.

Table 4

Proportion of Talk in Two Types of Lessons

Reading
Oral Language

Teacher A Student Avg. Teacher B Student Avg.

High

Middle

Low,

.52

.58

.58

I,.

.06

.07, ,

.05

.49

.47

:08

07

Microanalysis

Once the molar analysis was complete, more fine-grained

analyses were
conducted at the level of the individUal C-act. Twos

kinds of proportions formed the basis for this analysis. First,

we, examined for each.speaker, the relative
frequency, of each C-act

and Function Type within a lesson. In this way, we could see what

percentage of a speakers C-acts in reading lessons, for example,

17. 29



were patqicular
Finds of requesti dr responses.

In the discussiOn

which follows,
this quantity is referred to simply as the

proportion,

The second
propOrtion was caic

isons across
lessons could be made.

for lessOns
varied in length from

isons of raw frequencies across le

'thus kepC,caeeful. count
of the exa

lesson and multiplied frequencies

hour.constituted,by
the lesson. T

the' rate.

As mentioned
above; the systeM Of Conversati. onal-acts

(C-acts)
employed in the study canibe broken:intO

six broad

Function Types:
(1) Asser'tiOns, 12) Organizational-Devices,

(3)

Performatives,
(4) Requests, (5)/Besponses,

and (6)/SpeCial Speech.

Acts.
Definitions and

examples,Of:these are contained in.Appendix

A. Once we had examined
civerallIC-act use in the various lessons,

we next
turned to an investigatign of differences in terms, of

Function Types. From this'we were able to-determine
that certain

,of these, notably Special Speech:Acts,
Occurred .1,0 infrequently

that data on.them'could
tell usilittle. We.thus focused our

attention on theseFunction
TypeS,:. Assertions, Organizational

Devices, Performatives,
RequeStsand Responses.

Within each,

C-aCts having especially
high or:low usage relative to independent

variables were further examined,::
-

I

lated in order it, coMpar.

''Since the insIrp tional time'

.to 24 minutes, valjd,compar-

Sons would be impossible.
We

number:of.minuteS
n eath

1:C-acts by
the'pOrtiOn of an

is quantity ls
referred ,to'as

In the analysis of teacher,
language use, two questiOns

directed the analysis.
First, are the differences in

language use

for the two teachers grea

with different
groups of

(Cherry; 1978,E
Enright,\et

from each other in the way

themselvesiWhen
they intera

r, or the differences
for one teacher

tudents? Previous
resew- h has shown -

al., 1981-82) that teachers
differ more

they use language than they do from

ith various sets of students. In

this study,
therefore, we sought to explore this

issue'in a

Chinese btlingual situation.
It might be preacted, for example,

that'Teacher B, because he spoke no Chinese, would
exhibit greater

differences
in language use between his interactions with

the two

groups of students than he would with Teacher A:

The second question asked what the nature of those differ-

ences- were4
where they occuredeand what accoefed for the varia-

tions in language use.

To.address these questions,
then, both between-teacher

and

within-teacher
comparisons, were conducted.

Comparisons were mady

at the individual
C-gct level, and criteria for establishing

difference were as follows.
Following Green

and Harker (1982), we

chose to establish an arbitrary
criterion for the investigation of

differences.
Only C-acts of relatively high frequency were

considered;
this was arbitrarily set at 5 percent or more of the

speaker's
contribution to that lesson.

The .05 proportion level

eliminated all
but eight or ten C-acts for each speaker; these

23
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1

r.

a.

were the C-acts thrOugh which mot of his oi.'her speech was .

conducted. Where' it,.,appeared:re/eyant,
rate was also considered.

The results of each analysis are presented below.

. \

_Between teacher Comparisons i

\

Between teacher comparisons were made to determine' Whether .'

te'achers( language use differed in interaction with the same sets

-0 children. These were onducted across each of two grOu0s,

Middle/High and Low. The group'in this case is defined from the

teacher's' perspective, re ard)ets 9f the fact that one or more of

the individual members mig t have been rated somewhat differently

in terms of oral English p ficiency. In Table .5 are given thb

proportions of the most frequent C-acts ,for each teacher with Low

and Middle/High groups. . If 'the proportion for one teacher did .not

meet the five percent criter on for a partular C-act, that

proportion is enclosed in par ntheses. In able 6 are given the

P
mean rates (C-acts per hour) o 4those same most frequent C-acts;

C-Act

Tch A

, 7

Table 5

\oTeachers' Use of C-acts: P'roporti \ ns

Low Grodp
Middle.& High Group

\

Tch B Difference Tch"A Tch B Difference

0.09 0.11 , 0.02 0.13. 0.09 '0.04

OAG (0.02)e 0.06 0.02 (0.01) (0.02) (1.01

OBM 0.08 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.07 0.01

OSS 0.06 (0.02) / 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.00

PPR (0.03) 0.07 0.04 -(0.01) 005 0.04

QAC 0.11 0.13 ' 0.q! 0.06. 0.09 .03

QCH 0.07. 0.06 - 0.01 0.08 (0.04) 0.04

QPR 0.12' 0.10 . 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.

RAG 0.10 0.05 f.05 0.09 0.11 0.02

RAK (0.02) 0.0Z 0.05 (0.02)' 0.05 0. 13



Table 6

Teachers' Use of C-acts; Rates

Low Group
.

Middle & HighGroup

Teacher A Teacher B
ATeacher Teacher B

C-Act Rate .
Rate _

Rate .
Rate

...

AOC ,

OAG

OBM /

055

PR

QAC

QCH

QPR

RAG

RAK

' A105i39 ..0' 177.11
)

"i.54 95.18

90.17 kso.24.

74.85 30.12

P 30.54
,

.-1 116.87

127.54 209.64
I

,
7 .84 107.23

s ,

13.73 159.04

11 .77 . 83,13

2 .75 108.43

1.84.51.

15.49

k*:42
./...

101.41

16.24

88.73'

114.79

135.21

i34,51,

-28.17

x137 ti57

?9.14

'99.43

101.14

80.97

134.29

57.71

168.00

168.00

74.86
, ,

Middle/Hi h Gro s Comparisons)

With the Middle/High group, it was fopnd that the-twqy

teachers used ti ilar sets of C-acts; only three of the G4acts in

Table 6 did not eet' the frequency criterion' for both 'teachers.

It might be.surmised, therefore, that their interactional tasks

i \were relatively
miler and could be compared. They used Boundary

Markers (08M) an Speaker Selections (OSS) in practically the same

Proportion, whic suggests that they organized the lessons in

.
similar ways.

) A

Boundary,Ma kers may have much to do with a'teacher's'

personal speakin style, e.g., the use of "okay" or "now" to set

off lesson segme ts. Speaker selections, on the other hand,

Hindi sated the ty e of turn-taking routine operative in the

exchAnge. When teacher verbally nominates
spiakers, a very 1

different way of allocating turns is in force than when, say,

students bid for turns, or turns are automatically distributed.

Notice that a proportion of .07 of each teacher's lessons rith,

this group was d voted toOSSs and was
remarkably close in terms

of rate as well.

20
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4

However, some salient differences did emerge, Of those

C4cts in which the teachers revealed differences of use with the._

Middle/High group, the bilingual teacher (A) use0 more Complete ,

Descriptions (ADC) and Choice Questions (QCH). The Angle, teacher

(8) used relatively more Protests (PPR), Requests for Aftion

(QAC), Product Reqtrests.(QPR), Acknowledgements
(RAK), and Agree-

ments (RAG).

These findings might suggest that (1) the bilingual teacher

was,provtding the group with more information throUgh the ase of

Complete DescriptOons
(ADC)(see Enright, et al.. 19B2),vand (2)

tt& Teacher B was engaging in more questioning behavior. However,

an examination of the complete data set revealed that Requests of

all,, types occupied only 30 percent of his speech. to the group, as

opposed to 33 percent of Teacher A's. Teacher A, it seems; used,a

wider range of Request types, including Process Requests (QPC).

Requests for Verbal Response'(QVB), and Suggestions (QSU). The

proportions for QPC, QVB and QSU in,her speech approached the high

frequency level of five-percent established for the analysis (QPC

and QVB .04; QSU u. .03).

' Other of the C-acts above deserve cement as well. The

higher freqUency of Protests (PPR),and Requestsfor Action,(QAC)

could be an indication 6f management difficulties on the part of

Teacher B. 311 codirig the datu,Requestt for Action, for instance,

could include.both procedural instructions (Turn the page) and

behavioral sanctions (Be quiet and listen). An examination of

Teacher B's Requests for Action in one lesson revealed that

sanctions outnumbered
procedures almost three to one. In the

following, exchange, Teacher B tells students individually to put

his or her papers away. In line 101, thetttention Getter (OAG)

also serves as a Request for''Action (00, as shown by Charles'

respbnse of "I know."

.

Line'Spkr C -act Utterance

093 Teacher,B QAC Put the paper in your desk,

094' OAG Stanley (Student 24),

095 QAC Put the paper in your desk.

096 OAG, Hieu-Nbn (Student 21),

'097 QAC In your desk.

098 Student 25 UNT :* : :

099 Student 24 AIR I know that.

100 ADC I'm cutting.

101 Teacher B OAG/QAC Charles (Student 25)

102 Student'25 AIR I know.

Acknowledgements (IS)
Ind-Agreements (RAG) are common ways

in which teachers reaction student responses. Acknowledgements

coded those teacher reactions which were noncommital, e.g.,

'"yeah," "okay." Agreements, on the other hand, provide the

student with an evaluation: "right," "yes," or "no." In the

coding 6f these, distinctionsIrequently had to be made. on the

111



basis of the, speaker:s intonation, The fact that Teacher B

revealed a higher proportion of both Acknowledgements and Agree-

merits indicates: that students in'the High group received frequent

feedback on their responses. Approximate/y one-third of Teacher

B's feedback was in the form'of Acknowledgments (RAK) and thus

contained little information in regard to the correctness of

student answers. Teacher A showed much more of apreference for

Agreements_ (RAG),oising them at a ratio Of more than four to one

over Acknowledgments (RAK).

Low group comparisons

Comparisons aCross' teachers' language use with the low group

revealed somewhat similar patterni of differences, These are

presented in Tables 5 and 6:,

.
Consider first those C-acts whichtwere usedIti Pmflar

,
proportions by both teachers, i.e., differ by two percent or less.

These include Complete Descriptions (ADS), Boundary Markers (OBM),

Requests for Action (QAC), Choice Requests. (QCH) and Product

Requests (QPR). That these .show similar frequencies of usage

suggests that the overall questioning "strategies employedby the

teachers were comOarable, and that the task demands for the

students were much' the same. Notice, however, the rate with which'

Teacher B employed Requests for Action (QAC) -- over 200 per hour,

or nearly 3.5 per minute.. In the sample data, this it the highest

rate for either teacher with any,C-act- By comparison, 'one

teacher in n-the Enright; et al'. (19B2) study used "directives" at a

rate of 2.8*per minute,.but,that coding system would presumably

include other C-acts such. as Suggestions (QSU) 7 and Requeits for--

Verbal Acti3On (QNB).

he-greatest differences in proportion appear more in regard

to the Ways of organizing add Managing the group, and in respond-

Ing.to Student answersolThe bilingual teacher (A),'fOr instance,

showed higher'proportions of Speaker Selections (OSS) and Agree-'

.ments (RAG), while Teacher B used relatively more Attention

Getters (0AG),and Protests (PPR).

Differences also ,emeilted in the responses to student answers

,made by the two teachers. As can be seen bn Table 7, both teach-

.ers used a combination of Acknowledgments (RAKrand Agreements

(RAG), and, interestingly enoUgh,-the,tbtal proportion ,pf RAG and

RAK for each teacher, was 12 percent. As with the High group,

Teacher B showed a preference for Acknowledgements (RAK). Notice,

however, that the bilingual teacher employed a much higher propor

tion of Agreements (RAG) than dideacher B; these" constituted

fully 10 percent Of her-o4rall sliee) to the group. This differ-

ence suggests that the bilingual teacher provided more informa-

tional feedbacg-to the,,ttudents than did the Anglolteacher. Good

examples appearAn-the passage quoted below. Here the teacher is

asking the.students in thegroup to describe the illustration in

their text. 2



Line Spkr C -act Utterance

389 Student 11 RVB: The man is looking.

390 Teacher A RAG Oka-ay.

391 QPR
Who is the man looking at?

392 ,.OSS
Harriet (Student 52).

393 Stude'nt 52 RPR The girl.

394 RPR The man is looking at the girl.

395 Teacher A RAG Right.

396 QPR
And what -is the girl doing?

397 OSS Hteu-Nan (Student .24).

8 Student 24 RPR The girl ,said, "Hi."

399 'neacher An RAG The girl said, "Hi."

400 ,CEX Aiya. [Chinese exclamation.3,

_401f
RAG. That's right!

The use 'cl'f Speaker Selections
(OSS) or Attention Getters

(OAG) represent complementary aspects of.the organization of

interaction within an instructional group. In a situation ip

which students are on task and attending to what the teacher says,

Speaker Selections may be used to allocate turns; however, when .

studentsfare,off'task,
Attention Getters must be employed. These

)) data suggest that 'Teacher B was forced to follow the latter route :

; more often than was :reacher A. Six percent of his talk was

composed of Attention Getters with the Low group. The above

excerpt from a Reading 'lesson
reveals how Teacher A, on the other

hand, distributed turns within that ,group using Speaker Selections

(OSS)1

As mentioned earlier, leacher B employed a slightly higher

requency.of Requests for Action-in lessons. with-th Ow group

but at a Nery high rate. As with.the Middle/High g

were predominantlibehavioral
rather thin procedural. The

bilingual teacher, on the contrary, made use, of a:high proportion.

of procedural. Requests fcir Action. In the following excerpt from

a Low group Reading lesson, for example, she is askin he group

to pretend they are different musical instruments.

A comparison of this exchange with that quoted earlier from

Teacher B's lesson reveals the difference betweentheir use of

'
Requests for Action.

Consider next the teachers' use of Protests (PPR) with the

Low group. ,. The higher
frequency of Protests in the talks of

Teacher B are a further indication of the management difficulties

he experienced.
Protests occupied seven percent of Teacher B's

total speech to the group, and were used at a rate of nearly 117

per hour, nearly two per minute: Teacher A used Protests only

three percent of the time and at a rate of only 30 per hour.,



Line Spkr C-act' Utterance

430 Teacher A

° 431..

432'
433 Student 11

434 Student 24.:

435 TeaCher A

436

438
439
A40
441 Student. 99

44'2 'Teacher A

QAC Iyant yoD to close your eyes.

QAC 'Close your eyes.

PPR,
ExCUSe me. (To other group.)

SAL
.

ADC [I pretend .]

Close your eYes
I want you to

pretend that you r

big.
You have.A0 clote your eyes'.

:And hwie:6 long neck.

OBM J Okay.

QCH You 'pretending?

RCM, Yeah,

QMA And ,you have ftve.,.5.14m,-on theme

front of you.

No. 11:

And ;I'm going to come around with

ao'bovic

ADC And 1.'4n going to rub. the bow

across' yOurtummy.

QAC

.QMA

QAC
QMA

443 'Student 11 RAG

444 Teacher ADC

445

Summary. In order to compare the-total amount of difference

between the teachers' useof language across' instructional groups,

the differences in proportions were
totaled for each group. In

other words, for ADC in the High group comparison there was a

difference of 0.04 (0.13 - 0.09)., The sum of all'differences for

the High .group was 0.26, and, for the Low group, 0.31. This would

seem. to indicate that ,in a more, or less global sense, the level of

differences was quite similar.

Within Teacher Comparisons

Comparisons were also made of each teacher's languageuse

with different groups. 'For this analysis, students were once

again considered in Middle/High and. Low groups, i.e., 'the four

groups in Teacher A's class were collapsed into two.'

Teacher. Teacher A's most frequehtly used Conversational-

acts with the two groups are given in Table 7. These figures

reveal a remarkable consistency,in
her-language use across the

groups; indeed, the only. C-acts which are significantly different

-In proportion are Complete Degcriptions'(ADC), Requests for Action

1QAC), nd Product Requests (QPR). All other high proportion' acts

were fo nd to be more or less-equivalent.
These included .Organ-

izers (08M and OSS), ReqUests2(QCH), and Responses (RAG). The

pattern fol.. Teacher A then,is consistent with that reported ,by

Cherry (1978) and others that, while .teather
expectations cause

variations in their interaction with different groups of children,

these differences are not so great as those across.. teachers.

(11



Table .7

Within Teacher
Comparisons in C-act Use:

Teacher A

C-act

Middle/High
Prop. Rate Prop.

Low
Rate Difference

ADC 0.13 184.51 0.09 105,39 0.04

OBM 0.08 120.42 0.08 99.17 0-00

OSS 0.07 101.41 0.06 74.85 0.01,

QAC'
0.06 88.73 0.11 127.54 0.05

QCH 0.08 114.79 0.07 77.84 0.01

OFR
0.09 135.21 0.12 134.73

0.03

RAG 0.09 134.51 0.10 113.77, 0.01

.
Total D.15

Following the
interpretation used earlier in

regard to

Complete Descriptions (ADC) and Requests for Action
(QAC), we may

assume that Teacher A (1) provided more information to the High

group, (2) asked the Low group more informational
questions, and

(3) gave the Low group more physital directtons. An examination

of the actual C-acts employed by Teacher A with these groups

provides some explanation for these variations.
First,Ah her

lessons with the High Reading group,
Teacher A allocated more time

to the concepts related to the story..
Beginning with a picturel,

or the story title, she often engaged the
students in a discussion

of ways it
related to their own lives. How she did this is shown

in the' following discussion of-"lost and found," the title of the

story. Here she creates .a verbal
picture of acsituation in

order

to remind (or inform)
studenOof the school "lost and found."

Although Product Requests (QPR) were used in a greater

proportion with-the Low group, thqy ranked second only to Complete

Descriptions
(ADC) with the MiddlOYHigh students. The. rate,

furthermore, was
essentially 'the same, about 135 per hour. In

regard to the more frequent use of Requests for Action with the

Low group we can assume that interactions of the type quoted

earlier, in whicb students were asked to close their eyes and

pretend, could account for part of the difference.
It is also the

case that the Low group was given more instructions on the order

of "Copy the sentences'
and "Open your books."



Lintpkr C-aCt.

918 thcher A QPR

919 ,
'OSS

920_ Student 47 RPR

921 Teacher A, RAK

922 RAG

923 ADC

924 QPC

925 ADC.

926 ADC

927 ADC

928 0RQ

929 Student 41 ADC

930 Teacher A QPR

931 Student 41 ADC

Utterance

Where do you think you can find

them?
Yvonne. (Student 47)

At the place that you lost it.

Okay.
The place where you lost it.

If you lost them in the yard,

you can find them in the yard.

But what if someone comes along

and sees a hat on a bench?

"1 wonder who that belOngs to. ".

and the pergon takes the hat to

the office.
And when you come back; you dari"
find it.
Right?
You go to the office.
Where would you go?
You go to the office.

Teacher B. Similarities and differences in C-act use across

the two instructional groups for Teacher B were also calculated

and are presented in Table 8. Findings for, this teacher were

quite. different from those which
emerged from the data on Teacfier

A., Most obvious is the fact that the total difference amounted to

.34, twice that for Teacher A. Most of the differences in prAor-

tion were not particulary great (the largest was 0.06), but there

were several C-acts which showed different proportions and rates

across the groups.

The patterns of differences in C-act use proved quite

interesting. Those faVored,in the Middle/High group included

Speaker Se}ectib1s (OSS), Product Requests (QPR) and Agreement

Responses (RAG). With the Low group, Teacher B used more Complete

Descriptions (ADC), Attention Getters (GAG), Boundary Markers

.(0BM), Protests (PPR), Requests for Action (QAC), Choice Requests

(QCH)", and Acknowledgements (RAK). Teacher B's language use with

the Middle/High group, then, is similar td that of Teacher A with

her groups. Turns were allocated through Speaker Selections and

feedback was'given with Agreements (RAG).



Table 8

Within Teacher Comparisons in C-act Use:

Teacher B

C-abt

Middle/High
Prop. Rate Prop.

Low
Rate Difference

ADC 0.09 136.57 0.11 177.11 0.02

OAG (0.02) 29.14 0.06 95.18 0.04

OBM 0.07 99.43 0.10 160.24 0.03

OSS 0.07 101.14 (0.02) 30.12 0.05

PPR 0.05 80.57 0'.07. 116.87 0.02

QAC 0.09 134.29 D.13 209.64 0.04

QCH (0.04) , 57.71 0.06 107.23 0.02

QPR 0.14 204.00 0.10 159.04 0.04

RAG 0.11 168.00 0.05 83.13 0.06

RAK 0.05 74.86 0.07 108.43 40.02

Total 0.34

Several of the C.-acts used in greater proportion with the Low

group have implications for the way inJwhich the group was or§an

ized, e.g., Speaker Selections and Attention Getters., Others

relate more to instruction. In terms of organization, Teacher B.

seemed to have had some difficulty with the Low group. There were

higher frequencies of Attention Getters, Protests, and Requests

for Action. In regard to instruction; he provided them with more

information in tit form of Complete Descniptions, and also made

more Choice'Reqwats (QCH). He gave more directives, provided

more information, and did relatively less questioning. The

Middle/High group, on the other hand, was conducted in a basic

Question-Answer-Evaluation format. Turns were_allocated through,

Speaker Stlections and there were few calls for attention or

protests by the teacher.

Summary. Differences in proportion across groups for each

teadher were calculated and'spmmed. Teacher A had a total differ-

ence of 0.15, while Teacher B' differences added,to 0.34.

Obviously, then, the overall differences in language use across

groups for the two teachers were in contrast. Teacher A appeared

tobe doing much the same thing with both groups, while Teacher B

used language in very different ways.

Students' Language Use

Student language was analyzed in much the same way as that of.

the teachers. Two types of cohparison§ were made: 1) between

teachers for the same English proficiency group, and 2) within

teachers across English proficiency groups.
These data are in

relation to tht English p oficiency groups which resulted from the

teachers' ranking, and do not necessarily coincide with the

instructional groups, alt ugh there is of course some overlap.



Thus "low," "medium" and "hi.0" in this discussion refer only to

students' English language proficiency.

.
.

Because the humber of 'students present in a lesson varied,

the4reluencie's obtained in the analysis were divided by the

number of students participating,
Rates, then, represent thë

average rate Tor the students in the group. The results of these

analyses follow.

Between Teachers Analysis

Low proficiency group.
In Table 9 are given theqproportions

and rates of C-acts for those students ranked low in English

language proficiency. It is in this comparison that the most

dramatic differences of the anaysis emerged. The level of differ-

ence between the various C-acts ranged from 0.0L7 for Product

Responses (RPR) to 0.26 for Responses to Verbal Requests (RVB);

the total difference for the group was 0.53.

Table 9

5tudents' Language Use Across Teachers:

Low English Proficiency Group

C-act

Oral Language
Prop. Rate

Reading'

Prop. Rate . Differetice

ADC 0.15 , 31.29 0.06 4.31 *0.09

AID 0.05 09.88 0.05 3.35 0.00

AIR 0.06 13.41 0.06 4.55 0.00

OAG (0.03) 5.65 . 0.05 3.35 0.02

OFL (0.04). 9.65 0.05 3,35 041

OVP 0.09 19.76 (0.01) 0.96 0.08

RCH 0.06 12.94 0.06 4.19 0.00

RPR 0.26 55.76 0.19 13.77 0.O7-

RVB (0.01) 2.12 0.27. 19.40 0.26

Total P.53

It is clear, then, that the Limited English Proficient (LEP)'

students were doing something quite different in each of the

classrooms. In Oral Languageonore than 25 percent etheir talk

was in form of Product Requests (RPR) and ,another 15 percent in

Complete Descriptions (ADC). This would seem to indicate /flat4he

students were indeed getting valuable
experience in the ute of

English. They were providing the teacher with responses to his

requests for information. The high frequency of Verbal, play (OVP)

is more difficult to.interpret. It accounted for nearl 10

percent of the tal n Oral Language, but, only one percent in

Reading. On the ne hand, it may be that Verbal Play 'reflects a

lack of Attention to the task at hand. Thi's interpre ation is

supported by the'h'gh detree of Attention Getters, Pr tests, and

Action Requests in Teacher B's language. On the oth r hand, it

"could be that at least some playing with language ha a positive

el el



effect and contributes to language learning. Consider the stu-

dents' language in, the following example. Here Teacher: B is

asking the group to identify pictures of zoo, animals. When they

answer "Go" and "Ding-dong," they are'clearly off-task, but the

playful repetition of "bear" (664-5) and the corruption of

"giraffe" (671) may not be.

Line Spkr. C-act Utterance

658 Teacher B QPR What' this animal?

659 -Student 99 RPR Bear.

660 Teacher B .-_AK Okay .

661 ,

662 Student 12

OFS
OVP

This is
Go.

663 Student 13 OVP Ding-dong.

664 Student 15 QVP Bear.

665 pve .Bear.

666 Teacher B PAS No.

667 OBM Okay.

668 OFS This is . . .

669 QPR What's this animal?

670 Group. RPR Giraffe

671 Student 12 OVP Pan raffe.

The largest difference in favor of the Reading lesson was in

terms of Responses to Verbal Requests V1VB), which coded oral

reading and repeating aloud. Obviously, and predictably, the

students are engaged in more reading-like activities in Teacher

A's class. The low proportion of RVBs in Teacher B's lessons show

as well that he was not conducting the types of drills common to

English as a Second Language lessons. repetitions,-

substitution, and the like were coded RVB. 44

Middle proficiency group. Table 10 shows the proportions and

rates for students ranked in the middle for oral English language

proficiency. In Oral Language, nearly one-thi0 of students'

C-acts were providing answers,o the teachers Product Requests;

this was followed' by Complete Descriptions (ADC). In Reading,

their language was more diverse, in that the most frequent C-act

(ADC) was used less than one-fifth the time. Product Responses

(RPR) and Verbal Action Responses (RVB) occupied one-tenth of

their talk. Overall differences for this group totaled Ag.

The most dramatic differences between the lessons for these

students were the greater proportion of Product Responses (RPR) in

Oral Language and Choice (RCH) and Verbal...Action Responses (RVB)

in Reading. These contrasts are no doubt, related to variations i

task,focus. There was more questioning fOr information in Teacher

B's class and more reading in Teacher A's. However, Middle

Proficiency students also produced a higher frequency of Verbal

Plays (OVP) in Oral Language.

34



t Table 10 N

Students.' Language Use. Across Teachers:

/ , Aiddle English Proficiency Group

C-act

Oral Language
Pro .Rate

Reading
Pro'. Rate Difference

ADC 0.14 21.60 0.18 ' 11.97 0.04

AID 0.07 10.42 (0,04) 2.69 0.03

AIR. 0.05 7.00 (0.04) 2.69 0.01

OAG 0.05 7.00 0:05 3.29 0.00

OVP 0.06 8.85 '(0.02) 1.35 0.04

RCH (0.03), 5.29 0.09 6.29 0.06

RPP 0.28 38.00 0.15 10.18 0.13

RVB (0.02) 2.61' 0.11 7.64 0.09.

Total 0.40

High proficiency Oroup. In Table 11 are given the proportion

and rate figures acr lessons for those target students who were
i

ranked high in Engli h
r

language proficiency. For this group, the

contrast is less pronounced. Differences in proportion total only

0.38, and most of that derives from one ..act. The greatest

contrast involves the much higher proportion of Product Responses

(RPR) in Oral Language. High proficiency students 6 that class

performed that C-'act over one-third of the time.. Notice as well

the higher proportion of Process Responses (RPC) by that group.

if 4?
Table 11

Stutlehts' Lang age Use Across Teachers:

High English Proficiency Group

.

C-act

Oral Language.
Prop. Rate

Reading '.:*

Prop. Rate Difference
.

ADC. 0;13 19.55' 0.16 9.77 0.03

AID 0.11 16.91 0.07 4.02 0.04

OFS 0.06 8.65 0.05 2.88 0.01

QAC (0.01) 1.50 0.05 2.88 0.04

RCH (0.04) 6.02 0.05 2.88 0.01

RPC (0.01) 1.13 0.06 3.45 0.05

RPR 0.35 54.88 0.17 10.34 0.18

RVB 0.06 4.89 0.08 4.60 0.02
Total 0.38

Summar The analysis_of the language use of the three

English anguage proficiency groups reveals a pattern of progres-

sivly less diOergent language use across lessons (teachers) from

low to high. Overall difference scores were,the following: Low

.53; Middle = .40; and High r- .38. The-obylous implication



of these findings is that student languifte-is more similar across

the two teachers lessons as student English langua,ge proficiency

increases. With the posSible exception of Verbal. Play in Oral

Language, all the high frequency C-acts appear to be task-..

oriented. Thts suggestslhat whilejeacher B may haVe had some

difficulty in maintaining the attention of the Low" -group students,

they were engaged in the lesson.

'Within Teachers Analysis

Comparisons were made as well between the language use of

students across lessons of the same type. These were once amain

conducted from the point of view of students' oral English`

language proficiency. Within each lesson type, comparisOns were

made across the three groups, i.e., Low to Middle, Low High,

and Middle to High.

'Oral Language. Proficiency group comparisions in Oral

Language are presented in Taqle 12 and revealed the following .

pattern, Contrasts were greatest between the Low and High profi-

ciency groups; second was the difference between Middle and High. (

In both cases, the differences was mainly in terps of Product

Responses (RPR) and Verbal Play (OVP). Whereas the High students

did more answering, the tow and Middle group students were more

often off task.

Table 12

Students' Language Use Within Teachers:_

Oral Language .

Group Differences

Low
prop. rate-

Middle
prop.. rate

High
prop. rate L-M M-H L-H

ADC 0.15 31.29 0.14 21.12 0.13 19.55 0.01 0.01 0.02

AID 0.05 9.88 0..07 10.43 0.11. 2.63 0.02 0.04 0.06

AIR .0:06 13.41 0.05 7.00 (0.04) 6.03 0-.01 0.01 0.02

OAG (0.03) 5.65 0.05 7.04 (0.02) 3.38 0.02 0.03

OFS (0.03) 7.06 (0.02) 2.87' 0.06 8.65 -- 0.04 0.03

OVP 0.09 19.76 0.06 8.85 (0.01) 1.88 0.03 0.05 0.08

RCH 0.06' 12.98 (0.0) 5,26 (0.04) 6.01 '0.03, 0.02

RPR 0.26. 55.76 0.2 43.25 0.35 54.88 0.02 0.07 0.09

Totals 0.14 "0.25 0.32

Reading. `Proficiency group comparisons in Reading are given

in Table 13. They produced the following results. First, the

differences were much greater than in Oral Language (fror0.26 to

055). Second, the greatest contrast was once again between the

L6W and High groups; the next greatest, however, was between Low

and Middle, rather than Middle and High. In Oral Language; the

two lower groups Wormed a more similar array of C-acts, but in

Reading; it*was the two upper groups which were-more alike.
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Ih these comparisons; two C-aCt
accounted for most of the

difference. ThevLow group perforMel far more Verbal Action

Responses (RVB), and the Middle and Nigh groups produced more'

Complete Descriptions (ADC).
Theseidifferences can be attributed

to the contrasting
activities ofithe Low Reading group. 'These

students did primarily decodingja0s, both with flaehcardslInd

frgirn the board. The Middle and High speakers read more for,

mehninv and. engaged more in discusscins with the teacher.-

Table 13

Students' language:Use Within Teachers:

Reading.

Group
Differences

Low
prop. rate

Middle
prop. rate

High
prop. rate L-M' L-H

AUG. 0.06 4.1 0.18 11.98 .0.16 9.77 0.12 0.02 0.10

AID 0.05 3.3 (0..04) 2.69 0.07 '4.02 0.01 0.03 0.02

AIR 0.06 4.55 (0.04) 2.69 (0.03) 1.72 0.02 -- 0.03

0AG 0.05 3.59 0.05 3.29 ' (0.01) 0.57 0.00 0.04 0.04

0FL 0.05 3.35 (0.03 ) 2.10 (0.04) 2.30- 0.04 -- .0.04

OFS (0.04) 2.87; (OP) 2.54 0.05 2.87 -- 0.01 0.01

QAC (0.01) 0.72 (0.02)., i1.05 0.05 2.87 -- 0.03 0.04

RCH 0.06 4.24 0.09 6.29 0.05 2.87 0.03 0.04 0.01

RPC (0.01) .0.96 (0.02) 1.65 0.06 3.45 -- 0.04 0.05

RPR 04i19 13.77 0.15 10.18 0.17 10.35 0.04 p0.02 0.02

RVB 0:27 19.40 0.11 i 7.64 0.08 4.60 0.16 0.03 0.19

Totals 0.42 0.26 0.55
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CHAPTER FOUR

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

In this section is described the
qualitative-analysis cpn-

ducted on the transcipt and audiotape de p. The focus of-t-Kae

inalysis emerged from the quantitative affalysis described the

previous chapter. In other words, those aspects of interaction

and instruction which appeared to,be,significant
directed the "

analysis. It was found, for example, that Teacher B and a higher

proportion of Attenelon Getters (OAG) and Protests (PPR) with the

Low group. Portions of We transcripts which
contained a high

frequency of those C-acts were then located and examined. In th$s

way, different aspects of tbs.-interactions with both teachers were

considered. Overall, the qualitative analysis has been conducted

along the following dimenstonsgroup management, questioning'

strategies, and the use of Li in instruction. Each of these

discussed in turn. Teacher will be treated separately so t

qualitative picture of each classroom may%emerge, and compari ons

will lie made at the end.

Oral Language Lessons

Group Management -----)

As reptrted above, the interactions of Teac'her B with the Low

Oral Language group were characterized by a higher proportion o

tiAttention Getters (0AG), Requests for Action (RAG), and Protes

(PPR). Taken in combination, these Conversational-acts descrit.

lessons in which there is a certain lack of order. In the pre-

vious section, examples df these efforts at regaining control over'

the group were
provided:" What was not available-4n the reportt

frequencies and
proportions, however, was clear-evidence for what

these aspects of language use look like in practice. It was

suggested that the particular turn-taking
mechanisms employed in

the groups might 'hav been a factor. To further examine this .

possiblity andlto ex lore the data for others, a detailed quali

i

-

tative examination of the data was undertaken. At least two

spects of Teacher B's instruction, the clarity of the instruc---

tiOns and the clarity of rules for interaction, were found to be

contributing to the confusion in the Low group lessons.

1

Clarity of Instructions. A clear statement of the task,

demands for a lesson has been identified as a :significant feature

of effective
instruction (Good & Brophy, 1974;

Tikunoff, 1983). -

When studentt are sure of the task, they are more likely to

perform and behave well.. One factor which seemed to differentiate

the Low Oral Language lessons from the,other lessons ofjeacher B

(and Teacher A), was degree of clarity with which instructions.

were given. In the Middle/High group,lessons sampled,- Teacher B'
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I

was often found to arefully outline the task to follow. Students

were given explicit instructions for what they were to do and how .

to do it. Conside for example, Teacher B's instructions in ,the

following excerpt from a lesson beginning. Lesson and line

numbers are indica d in parentheses:

All right, 17ire

your first na
to ,go over you
number (5:81-8

I point to you, I want.you to tell me

and your,last name.. And then I want you

street address, uh, and your.phone

).

=When the first stud nt began by reciting his.phone number, Teacher

B interrupted and peated the instructions:
"When.I point to

yop, tell me your rst name and your last name, your street

'address and your.p one number" (5:95-96). The effectiveness of

this approach is s en in the.responses of the students.

S eaker act Utterance 5:102-106.165-183

Teacher B ('PR) (Teacher points at Student 23)

.
Student 25 'PR Harvey Ching.

PR 2113 Stanton Street.

PR 467, 474 - 3710.

AK 'Okay.Teacher

Teacher B

Student 25
Teacher B
Student 25
Teacher B
Student 25
Teacher B

Student 25
Teacher B

Student 25
Teacher B

OBM Okay.,

OSS Your turn (points at Student 25).

RPR Albert N. .

RAKQPR Okay.

RPR 15 Walnut Rlace.

QPR Apartment?'

RQL Apartment, I don't know.

RAK Okay.

QPR What's your phone number?

RPR - Phone number 939-9416.

QPR What's your mom's name, or your

dad'i?

. RPR Suki Ching.

RAK , Okay.

In contrast!, when Teacher B attempted the same task with the

Low group, he w s much less Clear about what .he expected the

students to'do. For one thing, with the previous group, this task

was introduced t the beginning of a lesSon. With the low group, .

the lesson had egun with a discussion of a field trip tdrthe city

aquarium. While students, were telling what they hid seen on the

field trip, Te cher B changed the focus. "Wart a minute now," he

said,"let's pl y a pretend game." He then'asked the group to

pretend, that t ey were in the aquarium looking at fish; but when

they looked ar und, both teachers and all the students were gone.

"What would yo do?" he'asked. This strategy seemed not to work;
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the students were confused as to the task and its purpose,

Student 12, for instance, appeared to misunderstand
completely the

conditional aspect of Teacher B's request.

Speaker

Teacher B

C-act Utterance

Group
Teacher B
Student 12

OFS

QCH

RCH
OPC
RPC

56:410-415)

Could you . . .

Could you go up to the police man

and tell him that you were. lost?

No-o-o.
Why?
I didn't lost..

Turning to a more direct approach, Teacher B.simply asked

individual students for their addresses; but even then, the

straightforward set of rules given the Middle/High group were

omitted. Over and over, Teacher B appeared to struggle for die

group's attention, trying to initiate the new activity.

Evidence of the differential treatment of the two groups Was,

found in other lessons avwell. Teacher B frequently used the

Oral Language lessons to give students practice in identification

and description of various types of pictures, e.g. animals and

people with different jobs. In thst.samplediessons, for example.'

he used a set of animal cards with each group. With the

Middle/High group Teacher B introduced the lesson with an explicit

statement of the task. The Low group lesson, .on the other hand,

began with only a casual remark: "All right, we're going to talk

about pictures. Do you remember this picture?" (15:125-126).

'.While the teacher did follow this up with instructions to "point

to the mice that are going under the tree" (15:136), he never

really framed the lesson. .It is not even clear that he had all

the students'. attention, for several started to mumble and talk

among themselves. In a second lesson on students' addresses and

phone numbers, the teacher simply started asking questions, with

no introduction at all. The first portion of this lesson is given

below.

Speaker. C-ict Utterance (14:21-84)

Teacher B OAG Wil son.

Teacher B OFS Do you remember

student 12 UNT

Teacher B PPR Excuse me.

Teacher B. OAG Fan-Ling.

Teacher B OAG. Wilson

Teacher,ji QCH Do you remember your home phone

number?

Student 11 RCH Yeah.

Teacher B OFS Would

Teacher B QPR Would,you tell me your home phone

number?

Student 11 RPR Nine:
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Teacher B QAC
QAC

5t4dent-11
.Teach-drTEL..:. RAG
.'Studen,t-15 ' AIR

Student,11
Teacher B.

Student 11%13PR
Teacher B RAK.

Student 11 RPR

TeacheeB RAK.

:Student 15 .OFS

Student 11. 'RPR
Teacher B .RAK

Student 11' RPR

Teacher B RAK

Student 15 ,UNT

Student 11 RPR Four.

Teacher B RAK -Four.

QCH Do you-i.emember,your house number,

your address of the house?

Student.12 UNT

Teacher B OAG Fan-Ling.

PPR Would.you sit still?

Student 11 QPR What address? ,

Teacher B 'QCH Do you know the number of the house

and the street the house is on?

Student 91 OAG Wilson.

Teachdr B QPCQSU Could you tell that to

Student 11, RPR Eight.

Teacher B RAK Eight..

Student 13 RAG Mhhai eight. [It's not]

Student 11. RPR 'W.--

Teacher B RAK Two.

Student 11, RPR Two.

Teacher B RAK Two.

Student 16 ADC Mhnahnggau chou [Can't sit :3

Student 11 RPR One.

.Teacher B QPR Eight, two, two.

Student 11 RPR 'One.

Teacher B RAK
OBM -Okay.

QPR What street name?

QPR What's the name of; the

AAT You don't know.

OBM Okay.

PPR Sh!

OAG. A-Chin.

5 OCQ ,What?

Go ahead.-
You say it.--
Nine.
Nine.
Ngoh seunq wan'keuihjI want to

look for it]

ADC Wan,mhdou keuih.[put I can't find

it.]

RPR Three.

RAK ,. Three.

PPR Sh. -(To A-Chin.)

Eight.
w,

Eight.
Eight.
Eight.
Ng oh [I]

Six.

Six.
Seven,
Seven.
. . . .

Student
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Becausp there are several points
to be made about this

segment, it has been quoted at 'length.
first, not only did

Teacher B begin, without
setting a frame'for,the

lesson, he began

without getting
the attention of all the stadents in the group.

Students 12 and 15, for example, were'engaged
in a side converse-

tion in Chinese about a lost book. Second, he addressed the f4rst

questign to perhaps the least,confident
of the Low group students-,

StudelW11
(Wilson). Then, after having to literally drag the o

nuMbersoout of him, theNSeacher
continued to

interrogate the same

student, rather than switching to someonerelse.
Perhaps a better

strategy would have been to ask'one of'the more verbal students 6,

start off, thus setting an 'example `for Wilson;

Clarity of les for interaction.
Another factor which

undoubtedly
contr'butes to the management

and discipline of,p

group is the clay ty of rules for interaction.
Students must not

only know what the instructions
are, -but mUst

als'o understand
the

acceptable ways for answering and how turns will be distributed.

In the quantitative
analysis, it was found that Teacher B used

higher frequencies..of
Attention Getters (0AG) and Teacher A,

Speaker Selections (OSS). We asked, then, exactly how students,

knew what the interactional
demands were, and how they were,

enforced.
Teachers can arrange

for_students to take turns in a

rnumbe of ways. The,teacher for'example, might-have
students bid

for turns by.rdising
their hands or calling out, nominate students

without their bidding,.require
students to ,take turns in a regular

order, or allow turns to.be negotiated in the group.

. .
. .

In his Middle/High
Oral Language lessoni, Teacher'B insisted

that studehts
raise their

hands for a turn, and he usually made

that clear from the beginning.
Consider the opening of. Lesson 1.

1

C-act Utterance
(1:6-16)

Speaker

Teacher B
Teacher B

OBM Okay.
1:

ADC..
Yesterday we looked at animals.

'APR - Today,:we're going to,look'at

.
:differentthingt.that'are:

not

animals.

Apc. They are-things'ydu
use around

the house.
(Soft singing.)
And you have to tell me what

it is and what you use it for.

Okay.
0a-da-da.
Jutt look ,at it first and raise

your hand.

-Student 91 SAS

,;',Te4Cher B QAC

Student 91 RCO

Teacher B QAC
QAC

Inthis excerpt,
Teacher B first provided a context for the

lesson, reminding the group what they did the day before. Next,

he explained
clearly what the task would be for this lesson: They

would look at things used around the house and tell what they are
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and what they are used for. Finally',
he.outlined the,interac-

tional demands for the' lesson:- "Just look a.t it first'and raise

your hand."

Teacher B was also careful t enforce the.established
task

and interattional.demands'in
1es nswith the,Middle/High

group.

TeaChet B-frequently,restated
the hand-raising.

ruteln. the course

of ,a -lesson and sanctioned those who
spoke out of turn:

All.right.
Okay, raise your hand if ,you know what this

guy is doing. Just raise your hand. Don't speak out

To64. 154,400-402)

DoVirsaY a word without my permssion. (1:979)

Hold it! Just ratse,your
hand. (1:846)

Jusf'don't call out, raise your hand, Janet. (5 :492-493).<

It is clear that the,Middle/High
students had been socialized

into the interactional rulea_of,fhe
Oral Language lessons They

wereaware of the hand-raising
rule and, held each other account-

,
able for following it As has been

potnted out by McDermott

(1976-, 1978), people in interaction hold each other accountable

for what transpires. In our examination of the High group

transcripts; we fOund exactly that. Holding up a picture of a

coffee pot, for ixample, the teacher asked What it was, selecting

Harvey to answer. "I didn't raise my hand,".he protested (1:507).

They were also conscious of the fact that there
shoult be an equal

distrution of tyrns_among the students. At the
beginning of one

lesson, for example, the following exchange took place. Notice

again how explicit Teacher B is concerning the rules.

Speaker

Teacher B ADC'

C-act Utterance

Teacher B.. 'AEX,

'Teacher B OBM

Student 91 UNT

Teacher. B QPR

Teacher' B QPC

Student 21 QCH

Teather B QAC

Teacher B APR

(20:52-60)

Vo going to show you pictures' of

stuff:
Thingtithat you people wear or.use:

on your bodies.

Okay.
Bon.
You tell" me what it is..

What yoU use it for and where you

wear it? :

Everybody get a. turn?

Raise your hand..

Everybody will get a turn.

The same student,. Stanley, monitored:the allocation of turns of

the other students in his group. Atone point he was heard to

tell
student, "You

already have one time" (1:442), and on'

another occasion, when,the teacher sanctioned a student, Stanley

explained, "You
alreadY)lhave a chance" (20;197).
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Limy
emands for the les.son: "Just 100K a.-1. ole.7.,

d."

Icher B was also careful t enforce the established task

!ractional
demands"in le nsiwith

the.Middle/Hi§h group.

B frequently restated the hand-Taising
rule jn the course

;son and
sanctioned those who

spoke out of turn:

1,right.
Okay, raise your hand if you know what this

y is doing. Just raise your hand. Don't speak out

14. 154,400-402)

njf say ,a word without my permssion. (1:979)

ild it! 'Just raise your hand. (1:886) .
1st don't call out, raise your hand, Janet.

(5:4927493) . <

t. is clear that ttle,MiddletHigh
students had been socialized

he interactional 1"u-1,e4..of,Oe
Oral Language lessons They

dare of the hand-raising rule and, held each other account-

or following it As has been
pointed out by McDermott

1978), people in interaction hold each other accountable

at transpires. In our, examination of the High group

riots, we fOund exactly that. Holding up a picture of a

pot, for 4'xample, the teacher
asked vthat it was, selecting

to answer. "I didn't raise my hand," he protested (1:507).

rere also
conscious of the fact that there shoul'd be an equal

ittution of tyrns, among the students. At the
beginning of one

1, for example, the following
exchange took place. Notice

how explicit
Teacher B is concerning the rules.

Speaker

Teacher B ADC'

Teacher B 'AEX

Teacher B OBM

Student 91 UNT

Teacher. B QPR

Teacher B QPC

C-act Utterance
(20:52-60).

Student 21 QCH

Teacher B QAC

Teacher. B APR

I am going to show you pictures of

stuff:,
Things;that you people wear or use

'on your bodies.

Okay.
Bon.
You tell me what it is.

What you use it for and

wear it?
Everybody get a turn?

Raise your hand.

Everybody will get a turn.

same student, Stanley, monitored
the allocation

of turns of

other students in his group. At one point he was heard to

I 'another student, "You
already have one time" (1:442), and on

ther occasion, when the teacher sanctioned a student, Stanley

lained, "You alreadyhave a chance" (20:197).
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and what they are used for. Finally',
he.outlined the,interac-

tional demands for the' lesson:- "Just look a.t it first'and raise

your hand."

Teacher B was also careful t enforce the.established
task

and interattional.demands'in
1es nswith the,Middle/High

group.

TeaChet B-frequently,restated
the hand-raising.

ruteln. the course

of ,a -lesson and sanctioned those who
spoke out of turn:

All.right.
Okay, raise your hand if ,you know what this

guy is doing. Just raise your hand. Don't speak out

To64. 154,400-402)

DoVirsaY a word without my permssion. (1:979)

Hold it! Just ratse,your
hand. (1:846)

Jusf'don't call out, raise your hand, Janet. (5 :492-493).<

It is clear that the,Middle/High
students had been socialized

into the interactional rulea_of,fhe
Oral Language lessons They

wereaware of the hand-raising
rule and, held each other account-

,
able for following it As has been

potnted out by McDermott

(1976-, 1978), people in interaction hold each other accountable

for what transpires. In our examination of the High group

transcripts; we fOund exactly that. Holding up a picture of a

coffee pot, for ixample, the teacher asked What it was, selecting

Harvey to answer. "I didn't raise my hand,".he protested (1:507).

They were also conscious of the fact that there
shoult be an equal

distrution of tyrns_among the students. At the
beginning of one

lesson, for example, the following exchange took place. Notice

again how explicit Teacher B is concerning the rules.

Speaker

Teacher B ADC'

C-act Utterance

Teacher B.. 'AEX,

'Teacher B OBM

Student 91 UNT

Teacher. B QPR

Teacher' B QPC

Student 21 QCH

Teather B QAC

Teacher B APR

(20:52-60)

Vo going to show you pictures' of

stuff:
Thingtithat you people wear or.use:

on your bodies.

Okay.
Bon.
You tell" me what it is..

What yoU use it for and where you

wear it? :

Everybody get a. turn?

Raise your hand..

Everybody will get a turn.

The same student,. Stanley, monitored:the allocation of turns of

the other students in his group. Atone point he was heard to

tell
student, "You

already have one time" (1:442), and on'

another occasion, when,the teacher sanctioned a student, Stanley

explained, "You
alreadY)lhave a chance" (20;197).
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unwilling) to develop a sustained exchange wish students.

Consider the following example from a Middle/High lesson.

+11

Speaker C'-act Utterance (1:113-144)

Teacher B
Student 31
Teacher. B
Student 31
Teacher B

Student
Group
Teacher
Student
Student
Teacher

31

24

31

B

Stu-dent 26

Teacher .B

Student 91
Student 21
Teacher B

Student 21
Student 31
Teacher B
Student. 21
Student 31
TeaCher B

Student 31
Teacher B

OSS Janet.

RPR It's a pan.,

QPC Tell me about the. pan.

RPR . You would put.

OCH: I wash with this?

I take a bath sitting in a pan?

No.

(Laughter.)
What do you use a pan for?

If you sit on it :
You cook it.
Like what?
Name some things.
Cooking fish.
What do I cook in a pan?

Do I cook soup?
(Whisper) pot.
Yeah.
I could.
But what?
What do you cook in a pan?

What would you use this for?

Cook egg.
Steak.
What?
Cook.
Steak.
You said it.
What?
Steak. (Louder voice.)

Okay.

QCH
RCH
SAL
QPR
UNT
.RPR
QPR.

QPR
RPR
QPR
QCH
RPR
RCH

RAG.
QPR

QPR
QPR
,RPR

RPR
OCQ
RPR
RPR
RAK'

OCQ
RCL
RAK

13*

In this exchange,
Teacher 8 used a series, of Product Requests

(QPR) to get students to generate a description of a pan and its

uses. When Student 31 responded with "you cook it," the teacher

prompted the group to provide example's: "Like what? Name some

"things." The following excerpt shows a slightly different

strategy.

Speaker C-act. Utterance. (1:22 -40)

Teacher
Student
Student

-Student

B

91

91
21

QPR
RPR
RPR
RPR

What is it called?
Teapot. (Whisper.)

Teapot. (Whisper.)

A pot.

4 6
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Teacher.B OCQ

Student 21. RCL

Teacher B RAG

Student/244 SAL
.Teachef.B

QCH

Group RCH

Student 23 SAL

Student 24 UNT

Teacher 'B PPR

Student 21 RPC
OFL
.Rpc

Teacher B OEX
RAK.

A wftat?

A teapot.
A teapot.
Hm-m-m (Giggle)
How do you use it for water?

You' put this in the refrigerator?

No..
(Laughter.)

of..
I.asked Stanley.
Give some water.
And then and
And put it in the stove and make

it.

Oh.
Okay.

Here Teacher B began with a Product Request (QPR),got the desired

Product Response
(RPR),-and gave a Response of Agreement (RAG).

Teacher B then followed with a Process Request (QPC). When: no

response to the process fiuestion was immediately
forthcoming, he

used a simpler Choice Request (QCH) to direct the students toward

the typea of answer he sought. Student 21, for example, was ablg

to descrlbe how a teapot is-used.

In contrast, consider Teacher.B's use of questions with the

Low group as shown in the long excerpt presented earlier in which

he attempted to elicit Wilson's address (see section above on

clarity of instructions).

.Speaker C -act Utterance 115:388-405).

Teather
Student .12

Teacher B

Student .11
Student 13
Teacher B

Student 13
Student 11
Teacher B
Student 15
Student 12
TeaCher B

Student,12
Teacher B
Student 15

QPR
. OVP
OVP

. QPR

RPR
RPR
RAG
QPR.

RPR
RPR
RAG.

RPR
RPR
RAK
RAG
RAG
QPR
OF.1.

What col or

Gohed.
Ah wa.
Who can tell me the color of

apples?
Rid.
Red.
Red.
What color are the leaves?

Red.
Green.
Green.
Green.
Dark green and a. green.

Okay.
Dark green and light green.

Dark green green.
What color is the sky?

Mm-m-m.

are the apples ?

the
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Reading Lessons

An examination of Teacher A's Reading Lessonsalon"he same

dimensions as those presented
above reveals a number of contrasts.

As with the quantitative
analyisis, these are primarily in regard

to the teachers' interaction and language use with the Low group

students. With the students relatively
proficient in English, the

teachers' ways of organizing and conducting
the lessons are

actually quite similar.

Group Management

Two aspects of group management have been considered, clarity

of instructions and clarity of rules for interaction. Each of

thesegis discussed in turn. In addition,
Teacher A's use of the

students' first language (L1) in instruction is exam4ned.

Clarity of instructions.
Teacher A was remarkably consistent

in the manner in which she introduced lessons. She carefully

explained in simple terms what the students were to do, and often

repeated the directions more than once. The following is an

example from a Middle/High group lesson.

Speaker C-act Utterance
(22:240-248)

Teacher A . OBM Okay

JQSU LetEsread it together.

OCQ Okay ?.

QPR' That means after I say it who says

it?

Student. 23 RPR Me.''

Teacher A QPR Do you say it before I do?

Group RPR '

In this way
Teacher A let the group know exactly what they were to

do. By rephrasing her instructions
and giving an example, she

made sure the group knew what they were to do.

,Clarity of rules for interaction.
Teacher A was also very

clear about the way in which she expected students to interact

during a lesson.= Notice the way in which Teacher A directs

students' attention in the following excerpt from a Middle /High:

reading lesson., She first announced her intention to tell some-

thing, implying that what she had to say was important. Students

were to attend with all their senses.
Then, by asking individual

students, she ensured that everyone
understood the task. -
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Reading Lessons
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As with the quantitative
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to the teachers' interaction and language use with the Low group

students. With the students relatively
proficient in English, the

teachers' ways of organizing and conducting
the lessons are
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Group Management

Two aspects of group management have been considered, clarity

of instructions and clarity of rules for interaction. Each of

thesegis discussed in turn. In addition,
Teacher A's use of the

students' first language (L1) in instruction is exam4ned.

Clarity of instructions.
Teacher A was remarkably consistent

in the manner in which she introduced lessons. She carefully

explained in simple terms what the students were to do, and often

repeated the directions more than once. The following is an

example from a Middle/High group lesson.

Speaker C-act Utterance
(22:240-248)

Teacher A . OBM Okay

JQSU LetEsread it together.

OCQ Okay ?.

QPR' That means after I say it who says

it?

Student. 23 RPR Me.''

Teacher A QPR Do you say it before I do?

Group RPR '

In this way
Teacher A let the group know exactly what they were to

do. By rephrasing her instructions
and giving an example, she

made sure the group knew what they were to do.

,Clarity of rules for interaction.
Teacher A was also very

clear about the way in which she expected students to interact

during a lesson.= Notice the way in which Teacher A directs

students' attention in the following excerpt from a Middle /High:

reading lesson., She first announced her intention to tell some-

thing, implying that what she had to say was important. Students

were to attend with all their senses.
Then, by asking individual

students, she ensured that everyone
understood the task. -
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StUdent. 23 RCH Telling.

Teacher A ,
QPC How can you tell?

QPC .
How do you know its an asking
'sentence?
Carlton.
The question mark.
Because there is a question mark.

Also from the sound that you can

tell that is. an asking sentence.

ADC "Can you run?"

OSS

Student 40 RPC

Teacher A RAGAEX
AEX

F

A final tactic of Teacher A's which the analysis uncovered

involved the use of hints in the form of descriptions (ADC).

While not strictly questioning, the overall elect was that she

was able to elicit more complete answers from the group. In the

example below, Teacher A wanted the students to rememberA4pe word

"bow," which they had been introduced tb earlier. Here she used

rhymes and initial sounds as clues.

Speaker

leiCher
Student
Teacher
StUdent
Teacher

Student
Teacher
Student
Teacher

A

51

A
13

A

11

A
52
A

C-act Utterance (13:241-250)

QPR It's called a -- ?

OFL A . . .

ADC It rhymes with slow.

RPR Blow.

ADC And it begins like

OFS And it

RPROVP Slow-o-o.

ADC And it begins like boy.

AID Blow.

QPR 'So what is it? (bow)

Use of Ll in Instruction

Perhaps the most obvious source of difference betweeh the two

instructors was in the use of the children's first language. This

is an area that has been widely studied and discussed (Duran,

1981; Gumperz, 1982; Gumperz & Hernandez-Chavez, 1972;

Valdes-Fallis, 1977), but little attention has been given to the

actual purposes to which teachers put 11. In this study,

instances in the Reading lessons in.which Teacher A employed Li

were examined in context. Possible reasons why she might have

chosen to alternate languages were devised and then discussed w.,

the teacher.

Clearly, Teacher A did not employ Chinese to any great degree

in herReading lessons. The quantitative
dnalysis.revealed an

average of less than seven percent over all such sampled lessons.

This is contrast to her language use in other lessons and -,

throughout the school day, when she frequently made use of the

language. Research has shown, however, that code-switching or

language alternation among bilinguals is seldom random and usually
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has a purpose, albeit unconscious. This was clearly the case

with Teacher A, for which she used 'Chinese very rarely in English.

Reading lessons, when she did it was for Vdistinct reason.

Teacher A told us later she tried to avoid using:Chinese during

those lessons. Thus she chose those occasions for introducing

Chinese very carefully.

Teachpr B, of course, never spoke Chinese with the students,.

but perhaps more important was the.fact that he often sanctioned

students whenever they did. 'Very often, what studey0f-tlid in .

Chinese was related to the task. Unable to tell whttheTlt was or

not, however Teacher B frequently shushed students he caught

speaking Chinese,.as$uming they were not paying attention. In one

leison, for instancel the group was discussing the seal they'had

seen at the iiihrium. One student said the seal was fat; and

Teacher B agreed. But when another repeated that in Chinese, he

quietened her.

Speaker -C-act Utterance . (15:754-758)

Student 13
Teacher B

'Student 12
Teacher B

ADC
RAG
OBM
ADC
PPR

He too fat.
He's .too fat.

Now.
Hou feih. (So fat.

Sh-h=h!

The analysis of Teacher. A's use of Chinese revealed that she

employed it for at least five distinct purposes: (1) for transla-

'tion, (2) as a "we-code", (3) fqr procedures and directions', (4)

foreclarification, and (5) to check for understanding. The first

-three of these were employed in several of the lesSons, but,not

with the frequency of the:final two, and will therefore only be

briefly described. First, Teacher A used Chinese to translate

particular words which students appeared not to know or were

obviously beyond the range of their vocabulary. Once, for

example, she used the work "aisles," but provided the Chinese

equivalent as well in order to maintain students' understanding.

Second,)he used Chinese as what Gumperz (1982) has termed a

"we -co i,"-a language which indicates group membership and

personal connection. Third, she occasionally gave procedures and

directions in Chinese, e.g.,.to get students to use a key word in

a complete sentence. The fourth and fifth uses of Chinese were to

clarify andexplain concepts _presented in English and to check for

_student understanding. These final two will be treated in more

detail.

Clarification. One of the new vocabulary worts'introduced to

the Middle and High groups was the work "lost." Teacher-A' took

care to make sure the groups understood what the word meant and in

what ways it contra*sqj with the Chinese words for the same thing.

In,one lesson, two of,,Zb,students.appeared to confuse the transi-

tive and
intransitixeguses of the Engliih word and said., for

example,-"Loipst orirday" (18:332). -TWChinese, this confusion is
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not possible, since there is a different lexical item for each

meaning. Teacher A.paused at one point to help the group map

these'meanings onto the two forms in English.

Speaker' C-act Utterance 08:451-468)

Teacher A QPR

Student 23 RPR

Teacher A RAG
OFS

Student 25 'TRA
'reacher A ADC

OCH

(

_

Student 3

Tea0er A

QCHRPC
RPC

OXX

What'does "I lost my pencll" mean?

Ngoh mhginjo ngo4ige bat. (I don't

see my pen.)
Okak.
Where does, uh . .

Mhgin yuhnbat. (Don't see pericil.)

I was lost in the park.

Haih mhhaih mhginjo neih jinhgei a?

(Does it mean you don't see

yourself?)
Does it mean that?
Ngoh mhginjo hai hai park. (I can't

be, een in the park.)

Mhginjo jikhaih dohng-sat-louh gam

out. ("Can't be seen" means "got

lost ".)

ORQ Okay? ,

AEX Mhhaih wah mhginjo. (It'ddesn

mean "don't see.)

Check for understanding. Teacher A also ged Chinese tb

check for understanding., It appeared fr'om the observations and

?the tapes that, at certain points, she sensed that'one or moreof

the group did,not quite understand. She thus switched

Cantonese or asked for a Cantonese equivalent from the students.

In thefollowing excerpt from a Low group lesson, students were

reading English vocabulary words off the board. ,Suddenly she

stopped and asked in Cantonese for the meaning of "likes.,

Students' responses reveal they had confused "likes" wi

"lights." The teacher then attempted to clarify using English:

"He likes the dog."

I
This example points up an ad ditional benefit of the teacher's

facility with Cantonese. By using the students' first languag,.

she was able to ferret out those ,areas of confusidn and misunder-

standing. By asking directly for the equivalent word in

Cantonese, Teacher quickly and efficiently assessed how well the

students understood. This strategy is not available to the

monolingual English. speaker. If a teacher not proficient in

'Cantonese sensed the same lack of understanding, he or she could

of course ask the student to provide an English synonym or use the

word in a sentence. For the limited English proficient student,

however, these techniques would often be ineffeCtual, particularly

with students like; Wilson (Student 11)., As Teacher A put it, he

needed a lot of "language supporW( he was uncomfortableusing

English and insecure about it. Had he therefore been asked to use

"li.kes" or "lights"An a sentence, it is unlikely that he could

5
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!'meanings onto the two forms in English.
,

.

Speaker!
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C-act Utterance 118:451-468)

Teacher.A QPR

Student 23 RPR

Teacher A RAG
OFS

Student 25 'TRA
'reacher A - ADC

QCH
s.

(

-

Student 3

Tea4her A

1/11.1,111r,
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Ngoh mhginjo ngoOge bat. (I don't
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Where does, uh . . .
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CHAPTER FIVE,

PASSAGE TO :SECOND GRADE.

As4originally ,conceived, this prolect was to be conducted

Over one school year, from September through June. It was not

possible to begin, however, until December, 1981. Mile this

delayed start-up meant wewere unable to study students as they

entered first grade, it providerus with an opportunity to follow

them into their second grade clatsroom. We were thus-able.to

collect information on how limited English proficient Chinese

children,learn to cross "borders," such as summer vacation.

This portion of the study, thin,represents a partial'verifi-

cation of the Phase Two findings. Two questions guided-. the data

collection and analysis:

1,) Row do the second grade teachers ways of constructing ..

interactions with the same group of children compare to

those of the original two teachers?

2) Does the .target students language use suggest they have

had difficulty in acquiring a different teacher's rules

.for classroom interaction?

. The first question seeks
inforMation which would help to gener-

alize the findings from Phase Two, Haw did the second grade

teacher's distribution of C-acts, for example, compare,to those of

the previous two teachers? Further, were the.qualitative aspects

of langauge use similar to those of either Teacher A or 8, or

.both?, The second question asks whether target students success

fully` adjusted to a new class and new teacher. Were their.

English language skills and/or knowledge of classroom rules

affected by the three-month hiktus?,

Methods and procedures' employed with Teacher C were identical

to those used in, the ealier phase of :the study, ,In the collection

of data, two lavaliere microphones were placed in the middle of

the reading table. 'Observers once again divided responsibilities

as outlined in Chapter Two; one monitored the taping while the

other took descriptive fieldnotes. Transcription and coding were

also conducted as before. Since the same data collectors as in

Phase Two continued, no additional training was found necessary.

As before; all coded transcripts were entered into a coMputer and

analyzed. '

This 'chapter begins with an overview. of Teacher C and her

class, followed by a description of the findings from the analysis,
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of data from her lessons:.
Comparisons r,.

Phase. Two are'made throughout.

.4r The Second Grade: Teacher C

Although the first grade class did not move on to the second

grade as a group,
most of those selected as target students for

the study happened to have been assigned to the same teacher. We

thus negotiated
entry into, the claisroom of that teacher and

concentrated our
efforts on her lessons.

The second grade teacher (Teacher C)
taught in a self-

contained class. For certain
subjects, such as reading and

Chinese, she and' another second gr-ade
teacher formed groups

composed*of students from both classes, but otherwise she met with

the. same 30 students all day long.
Teacher C was Chinese and a

native speaker of Cantonese. 'She had been teaching seven years,

five of those in a bilingual, -class.

While we had hoped to begin taping the first week-of school,

Teacher C indicated that she was uncomfortable
with having us

observe until she had decided upon Redding group assignments.
For

the first two weeks, she taught all lessons in a whole group

format, estimating as she did the reading level of different

children. It was to be several weeks, however, before students

were grouped for other subject areas, such Chinese and Oral-

Language. We therefore
decided to limit outAata

collection to

the Reading lessons, but increase the numper of lessons sampled.

Once the Reading groups were formed, then, we began data collec-

tion as before. ,0

v... 7

Reading Lessons

Teacher C and the other second grade teacher next door .

divided their combined classes into six Reading §roups. Teacher C

taught three of the lower groupst which were named for their

reading textbooks, Amigos (low); Ups' and Downs (middle), and

Believe it or. Not (high). Followed students and their reading

group assignments are given in Table 14.

All reading lessons were conducted at the front of the room

around a semi-circular table.
Teacher C sat with her back to the

chalkboird, facing
out toward the rest of the class. The students

took seats around the, table in no particular order.

In general, Teacher C organized herrreading activities around

the lessonsin
the textbooks. Accompanying

the book were over

"sized pages
which contained several sentences from the lesson and

an illustration.
Teacher C usually placed

one of these in the

chalkrail and referred to it in the course of the lesson. Stu-

dents weresoften
asked to read aloud from the oversized pages,

wither,
individually or as a group.



Table 14.

Tarpt Students' Second Grade Reading Group,Assignments

Students Grade One ._, Grade Two

11

12

13

,S

Low
Low
Low

Mid

Mid'
AN .

15 Low Low

16 Low Low

21 Mid/High High

22 Mid/High Mid

23 S Mid/High --

24 Low Low

25 Mid/High

31 Mid/High -,-

Observers' overall,impression of Teather C's lessons was "that.

they were highly structured and orderly. 'Students normally took

turns reading and answering quettions aboutyhat they had read.

Quantitative Analysis

A total of nine of TeaCher C's lessont were analyzed,three

for each reading group. The number of minutes..of recorded data

collected in the third.phase of the study:is given in Table 15

This accounts for an additional two hours of tape and:another 5000

oded utterances.

Although the number ofilessons recorded was roughlreqUiva-

lent to that for the other two teachers (11 for A; 8 for B), the

average time of each was'somewhat less.
Teather A's lessons

averaged 17 minutes and Teacher B's nearly 20, while Teacher C's

wire only about 14 minutes:long,.

Table 15

°Amount and Proportion of Talk in Second Grade Reading

Proportion Amount

Target

Teacher A Student Avg. Minutes Utterances

High 0.65 0.04 41 1282

Middle 0.64 008 37 1307

Low 0.64 0.08 51 1909

---7o-ta) 129 4498
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Also reported in Table 15 are the relative propurLiuu. w,

talk for the teacher and target students: As can be seen, Teacher

C was very consistent in accounting for nearly two-thirds of the

utterances with each group. This figure is highter than that for

either A or B, who spoke closer to half. The proportion of target

student talk was similar to that found,in the other classes:

Teacher Language Use

One of the questions asked in. Phase Three concerned the

comparability of Teacher C's use of language with that of the

other two teachers. One way in which this question will, be

addressed is in regard to the relative proportion of various

Conversational-acts in her speech. .
In. Table 16 are given the

proportions for those C-acts most frequently used by any 'of the

three teachers. Proportions less than five percent are enclosed

. in parentheses. In Chapter. Three,
comparisons were made both

between and within (across instructional groups). This pattern is

followed here as well.

Between. Teacher Comparisions. In Chapter Three, comparisons

across Teacher A and B were made by group, middle/high and low.

Grouping in Teacher C's class, however,'was not exactly comparable

to that in the other teacher's classes. She and the other second

grade teacher formed six groups outof
the'combination of both

classes; the three lowest groups were instructed by Teacher C,

while her colleague taught the upper three. Teacher C's groups

were °made up of a combination of limited English proficient

students-amd native speakers had some difficulty in reading.

Because of the different grouping patterns.in-the seCond

grade class, in interpreting-Table 16,-it is perhaps more useful

to simply seek patterns-ofconsistency and eXception across -all

groups, eather than make geOupby-group comparisons.

It should be pointed out, however, that for Teacher C, the

six or seven most frequent C-acts were identical for all three

groups: Complete Descriptions (ADC), Boundary Markers (OBM),

Speaker Selections (OSS), Requests for Action (QAC), Product

Requests (QPR), and Agreement Responses (RAG). Their rank order

.varied somehwat across groups but not significantly (see Table

16).

This suggests, of course, that Teacher C constructed her

discourse and interaction in a consistent manner, regardless of

the reading level of the group. One interesting exception is the

relatively high proportion (.06) of Process Requests (QPC) used

with the high group. With the more proficient students, she asked

questions which required mere thought. This reflects the pattern

found in Teacher A's language use as well.
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Table lb

Teachers' Use of C cCProportions

Teacher C Teacher A Teacher B

C -Act.

Low Middle High Low Mid/Hi Low

ADC 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.11

OAG (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 0.06

'OBM 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.10

OSS 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.07 (0.02)

PPR (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.01) 0.07

QAC 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.11' 0.06 0.13

QCH 0.05 (0.03) (0.04) 0.07 0.08 0.06

QPR 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.10

QPC (0.01) (0.02)' 0.06 (0.03) (0.04) (0.02)

RAG 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.05

RAK (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 0.07

'Mid/Hi

0.09

(0.02)

0.07

0.07

0.05

0.09

(0.04)

0.11

(0.02)

0.11

0.05

Consider now the C-act proportions across teachers. First,

certain C-acts were used to a high degree by all teachers with

each group;. these were Complete Descriptions (ADC), BoundarY

Markers (OBM), and Product Requests (QPR). Two other C-acts,

Speaker Selections (OSS) and Agreement Responses (RAG), occupied a

relatively large portion of the speech of Teachers A and C, and

Teacher B with his middle/high students. With the low Oral

Language group, however, they took up only two and five percent of

his talk.

With the exception of. Teacher B with his low group, it seems

that these five C-acts somehow/form a common basis for teacher

talk in directed activities. 'Teachers describe and explain (ADC),

mark off lesson parts (OBM), allocate student turns (OSS), ask

factual questions (QPR), and give feedback (RAG). From the point

of view of language function, these are the building blocks of a

teacher's lesson.

As was discovered in the Phase Two analysis, Teacher B used a

somewhat different array of Conversational-acts with his low

group. Obviously, the proportion of his speech not devoted to the

five C-acts mentioned above was diverted to some other purpose.



Teacher B used Attention uct.tra %,,,,,,,,, _____

Acknowledgements
(RAK), where the others did not. Two of these

three C-acts were described as indicators of a lack of group

control. Because Teacher B was unable to manage the low group

adequately, he frequently sought students'
attention and sanc-

tioned their off-task behavior. The high proportion of Acknowl-

edgements, rather than Agreements, suggested that the overall

feedback supplied by Teacher B carried little useful information.

In contrast, notice that Teachers A and C allocated no more

Oran two percent of their talk to Attention Getters. As for

Protests, Teacher Chad virtually none (raw frequencies across

groups totaled 7 out of 2892 utterances). While Acknowlegements

were employed somewhat, they were far outnumbered by Agreements,

which accounted for fully 15 percent of Teacher C's utterances

with each group. In fact, Agreements were the C-act she used most

often, .

In regard to the
distribution of C-acts employed by Teacher.

C, it appears that she was in many respects similar to Teacher A,

and Teacher B with his higher group. In fact, the pattern of.

,C-acts across these six groups is remarkably consistent. By the

same token, when Teacher C's speech is compared to Teacher B's low

group, none of the apparent management difficulties he experienced

show up.

Students' Language Use

-.41,...

Analyses were conducted on students' language use as in.Phase

Two Conversat%OalTact rates and proportions for Phase Three are

given in Table 17. in Rhase Two, the focus of the analysis and

interpretation of results was on variations across groups. In

this phase, we diverge somewhat from that approach. First, the

second Trade groups represent a more limited range f student

koficiendies. Second, the primary question regardi g students'

language use in Phase Three was whether they showed onfusion over

the teacher's rules for instruction and interaction; whether they

had difficulty in crossing the border to second grade. In this

section, therefore, we mainly explore the degree to which student

language appears to complement and coinpide with that of the

teacher. Where contrasts across groups appear significant,

however, they will be pointed out

As in the analysis of teachers' language, certain C-acts

were common to all, or most, of the instructional groups in Phase

Three, e.g., Rroduct Reiponses (RPR) and Complete Descriptions.

The first of these, accounted for over
30.percent of target stu-

dents' speech in each group. They were also prominent in stu-

dents' speech :in the first grade lessons, although at A lower

proportion.. In the various reading lessons with Teachers And C,

Verbal Responses (RVB) were frequently used, although the highest

of the second grade groups had a proportion of only five percent.
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These data indicate
that in all teacher-directed

lessons, students

responded to informational
questions, and in reading

lessons they.

'often read aloud or repeated words and phrases.

Certain other C-acts are of interest
because of their low

level of occurrence in Phase Three.
Recall that a critical.

distinction of students'
language in Teacher B's low group was the

high incidence of Attention Getters (0AG) and Verbal Play (OVP).

In Teacher Crs lessons
student used these almost never, suggesting

that, even more than in Teacher A's class, they were-attending
to

the tasks at hand.
. I

Finally, notice the high proportion of Process Responss

(RPC)found in the high group (15%).
Compared 'to the number of

higher-level
responses

elicited in the other lessons in the study,

this is a remarkably high figure. Apparently,
Teacher C was able

to,get even limited English proficient
students to answer ques-

tions that required some thought.

Qualitative Analysis

Qualitative
analyses were also conducted as. in Phase Two.

Transcripts were
examined for evidence of C-acts and patterns of

C-acts that
appeared to be significant

in the quantitative
anal-

ysis.. Additionally,
the same dimensions of classroom

language use

were explored: group management (including
clarity of intructions

and rules for interaction), questioning strategies,
and the use of

Chinese. Other features which
appeared to be particularly

salient

in Teacher
C's lessons are also mentioned.

Group Management

The quantitative
analySis, as well as the observers' accounts

of the lessons, indicated
that Teacher

C was a very efficient

manager of her lessons.
Intructions were

clearly given, Wand

studdnts seemed to have already
learned the teacher's

rules and -

were following them carefully.
There were only a few off-task

utterances by students,
turn-taking was

orderlY, and lessons moved

.along at ireasonble pace. These indications were
borne out in

the qualitative
analysis of the lessons transcripts%
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Table 17

Students' Use of C-acts: Second Grade

Low Group

Prop.

0.06

0.03

(0.02)

(0.03)

0.01/'

(0.02)

(0.00)

(0.02)

(0.00)

(0.00)

0.07

(0:b1)

0.36

0.29

C-act . Rate

ADC 10.84

AID 6.02

AIR 3.61

OAG 6.02

OCQ 2.4

OFL 3.61

OFS 0.00

QPR 3.61

OVP 0.00

QAC 0.00

RCH 13.25

RPC 1.20

RPR
A

65.06

RVB 51.81

Midee Group

Rate Prop.

High Group

Rate Prop.

11.29 0.07 10.29 0.13

3.23 0.02 5.88 0.07

3.23 (0.02) 1.47 (0.02)

0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

'84 0.05 0.00 0.00

1.61 (0.01) 1.42 (0.02)

9.68 0.06 4.41 0.05

0.00 (0.00) 4.41 0.05

0.00 (0.00) 1.47 (0.02)

0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

11.29 0.07 1.42 (0.02)

4.84 (0.03) 11.76 0.15

56.45 0.33 25.00 0.31

46.77 0.28 4.41 0.05

Clarity of instructions: Teacher C consistently made the

instructional task clear to her students. In the following

excerpt from this low group lesson, for example, we can see the

way in. which Teacher C introduced an instructional task.- First,

she made sure the students knew the page number, and gave them the

Nerall task. This task of discussion is reminiscent of those

found in Teacher B's lessons, but the way it was conducted is very

different. Teacher C next complimented A-Chin for following

directions, which she repeated, and provided background inform-

ation on the focus of the task, the name-chain. Finally, she

directed their attention to the "A" and asked a question.



Speaker

Teacher C

Student 91
Student 92
Teacher C
Student 54
Teacher C.

Student 48
Teacher.0

C-act

APR

APR

AID
RAG
AID
OVP
ADC

.ADC

AID
OBM
ADC

Student 48 AID

Teacher C AEX

APR
QAC
QPR

OSS

Utterance 33:340-360

Today we are going to read page
sixteen.
We are going to look at page, _-

sixteen, and we are going to talk

about it.
Page thirty-five.
Not twenty-five.
Page sixteen.
Yeah, yeah.
I like the wpy A-Chin follow
directions,
She turns tb the correct page right

away, and waits for directions.

Sixteen.
Okay.
On page sixteen, we have something,

called a name, name chain.

A name chain.
Name-chain. A chain is something that

you connect one by one, and you lead

from, the beginning to the end.
We are going to use a-b-c's here.

Look at "A". '.
What picture is under "A"? (students

raise hands)
A-chin.

In the next example, also from the lowest group, a similar

concern'foor clarity is evident. In this case, the teacher was

leading the students through an excercise in their reading text.

Teacher _C read the directions for the students first, and then for

each question, asked a student to first read the question, then

all three choice'i, before giving an answer. This not only insured

that they, considered all alternatives, but gave them further

practice in reading as well.

Speaker C-act Utterance (36::187 -.196)

Teacher C. ADC

,ARU

OBM
AID
QVB

OPM
OSS

These are the Auestions for "Mouse
wants a friend
Now it says, read the. qutsticiri

abo6t the picture, drawline under
the correct anSwm:
Alright.
Number one
Read me the question. Readle the
three answers and choOse the best

answr.
The first one, please,
Anh-Ooc.



Rules for interaction. Teacher C was no less clear-in her

establishment and maintenance of rules for interaction. In

virtually every lesson observed and taped, she followed a consis-

tent pattern of asking students to bid for turns. Her signals

seldom consisted of an explicit call for bids, however; more

often, she did so with .a question, or by reference to a question

number in the book or worksheet. In the first example given°

above, for instance, Teadher C simply asked, "What picture is

under 'A'?" and several students raised their hands. In the

second excerpt, she merely referred to the first question and g t

a similar response.

This is not to say that Teacher C never stated rules for

interaction, as the following example shows. In addition, she C

used some of the same techniques found in Teacher A's speech, such

as denying turns to, those who spoke out of turn: "I'm not going

to call on you unless you can follo4 the directions" (33:631). On

another occasion, she ,accepted Stanley's answer, but told him that

next time he should raise his hand; and with the higher group even

said, "Hands up" (34:406). Teacher C was alSo found to be aware

of equally distributing turns: "Anybody else? Did I get you

already?" (33:774-784).

Speaker C-act Utterance (32:461-469J

Teacher C
Student 91
Student 44
Teacher C

QPC

AIR
QAC

What's happening in'the picture?

`I don't know.
I know.
Raise your hand if you know What.'s

happening in the picture,

Questioning Strategies'

Teacher C'employed some of the same qusetioning strategies as

the other two teachers. After students identified a picture, for

example, Teacher B sometimes threw out a Process Request (QPC)",

such as "How do you use it?" This, he would then follow up with

simpler Choice (QCH) and Product (QPR)'Requests. In a similar

fashion, Teacher C, in the following excerpt, first established

that a pictured animal was a.raccood; then she immediately

inquired how the students knew,.- 'To.assist them with this more

conceptual "why" question, she provided a hint in the form of a

Product. Request (QPR) about the raccoon's face.

Speaker: C -act Utterance (33:529-545)

Teather C AID
.QPC
QPR
,OSS

Student 10 .RPR

Student 24 RPR

Teacher C RAG

It's a raccoon.
How do you know it's a raccoon?

What does he have on his face?

Hieu-nan.
Black eyes.
Black eyes.
Hefhas black eyes.
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Student 48 RAG

Teacher.0 ADC

Student 10 RAG

Teacher C AEX

Student 48 ADC

Teacher C OSS

Student 54 ADC

Teacher C RAG
,ORQ

No, he got a mask.
He looks like he wearehis
holloween mask everyday.

Yeah.
He wears a mask everyda and

that's how you know he's a raccoon..

He got a tail.

Vickie.
He has whisker.
He has whiskers too,
right?

One strategy used by Teacher A was to question students, about

their reasons for an answer, using a Process Request (QPC). THis

strategy was found in Teacher-C's lessons as well. In the

following passage, Teacher C was reviewing spelling rules. After

a student correctly spelled "turned," she asked the group why the

child had not added another "n".

Speaker C-act Utterance 1 (32:84-95)

Teacher C. QSU

'ADC

Student 37 RPR

Teacher4 RAG
OBM
ADC
OBM
QPC
QPR
OBM
OSS

Student.43 RPC

Could you Spell the word turned' for

me,
like a "We turned the chair around."

t-u-r-n-e-d.
E-d.
.Alright now.
She didn't add another "n" here.

Now.

Why not?
Who can tell us? (students raise hands)

Alright.
Lonna.
Because they don't got any vowel letter.
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CHAPTER SIX-

DISCUSSION

. The 'study considered. in detail the interaction and language.

use of a group of. Chinese-American students and two teach-

ers. In the pages that follow, I will summarize the findings and

attempt to bring together those elements of the findings which may .

have implications for instruction in bilingual settings. .

In P,We One of thestudjei.two teachers and target students

were' selected. Then in Phase Two,Audiorecordings of'teacher-

directed lessons were:made in the two classrooms, but with. the

same groups-of students. Data from this phase were analyzed both,,

quantitatively and qualitatively. ,

One thing, evident from this analysis was that both teachers,

despite certain differences, were creating instructional tasks for

the students. Both teacher and studentglanguage was made up of a

distribution of questions, answers, responses, and so on. In Oral

Language, the task was largely one of question-and-answer

exchanges between the teacher and students; in Reading', students

spent some amount of their time reading aloud.. On the surface,

the lessons looked very much like first,grade lessons in any other

public school. However, as the analysis probed deeper, some

distinctions emerged.
4

One goal of the Phase Two analysis was to investigate the

notion that between teacher differences are stronger than those

within. Here, it was discovered that Teacher B's speech across

groups varied more than did his and that of Teacher A. A good

portion of these across group differences were in the area of

management and control. C-acts which had to do with sanctioning,

attention:getting and protesting occurred in higher,frequency with

the limited - English - speaking group.

This finding might be due to a combination of factors.

First, and most obvious, is the fact that he spoke no'Chinese and

was thus unable to communicate with the children in their first

and dominant language. An unfortunate outcome of this situation

was that Teacher B often sanctioned the use of Chinese, since as

far as he could tell all uses were unrelated to the lesson tasks.

Even though Teacher A employed'Chinese only a small portion of the

time in reading lessons -- less than seven percent -- she

carefully selected those occasions on which she did. She made a

conscious effort to use Chinese as little as possible ring

English reading. She employed Chinese for a variety of purposes; (-
the "we-code" function was only one of several. Most of the time,

in fact, she used it for clarification and to further under-

standing. Her use of the language revealed a sensitivity to the
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1

variable meanings in Chinese and English that made it possible for

her to pick out likely sources of confusion.

This was something Teacher B could not do. Even when'Stu-

dents were obviously confused, he was often unable to get at the

root of the problem, simply because of the language barrier." Many

times the confusion arose because students in the Low group had

difficulty making themselves understood, and lacked the English

skills necessary to rephrate their statements. Clearly, had

Teacher B Oven able to better communicate with the Low group, he'

might have4voided the frequent loss of student attention. ,So,

while neithbr of the bilingual teachers used Chinese to any large

degree -- TeacheriC almost not at all -- the understanding of the

students' first language, and its availabyty as an alternative

code, did appear to be an important'variab e in the lessons

observed. J

The data from Teacher B's class serve to point up just how

difficult tea hing non- and l*itethEnglish-speaking children can

belfor teac rs who do not speak their first language. The task

of commu "cating with them becomes formidable indeed. If they

have one, teachers have been known to delegate the instruction of

NES/LES students to a bilingual instructional aide (Fillmore,

1982). Teacher B's aide was a monolingual English speaker and

thus no more equiped than he to deal with the LES/NES children.

A second factor which must have contributed 'to Teacher B's

management problems and is no doubt related to the first -- had

to do with the participation structures (Philip, 1972) and rules

farturn-taking he employed in the two groups. Both observations

and lesson transcripts
show that the High group was required to

raise their hands for a turn, but that the Low group was not. In

'those 'lessons, any
student'coUld call out an answer. As long as

only one or two children responded, this proceare worked, but 'Is

more students sought a chInce to speak, chaos broke out. Judging

from the procedures used with the other group, it:is likely that a

more structured turn-taking mechanism had been used, and had

simply broken down. If, because of limited English proficiency,

students in the LOwtgroup were unable to respond individually to

the teacher's questions, he might have relaxed the rules so that

he might at least get an answer from someone. In Teacher A's

lessons, both High and Low, turn-taking was controlled, either by

bidding or teacher assignment. It may be, therefore, that if

Teacher B'imposed a more rigid structure on the Low group

activities, student attention would follow.

Findings from other studies of turn-distribution are relevant

here. McDermott (1976), for example, also found a difference in

turn-taking procedures across high and lwo reading groups, but of

a different order. The high group in his study took turns in a

sround -robin fashion, one after the other, insuring an equal number

/of turns for each student. The low group, on the other hand, bid

for turns, much like Teacher B's upper group. McDermott concluded

that since turns had to be constantly renegotiated in the low
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discover whether target students" experienced
difficulty Yin acquir-

ing,a different
teacher's rules for classroom interaction.

In the'students'
second grade class., the

interactions were in

many ways similar to those with Teacher A, but in some ways they'

were different
:from-.both-the first year teathers. Teacher C (the

second grade
teacher) was at least as structured as Teacher A in

,.her lessons. The,instructional'and,interactional

patterns were

clear=cut and organized. Rules for turn-taking were
explicit and

the teacher
appeared to have very good control over the three

groups, taped She had, for ekample, very few Attenticm Getters

(0AG). She `'had more Speaker Selections (OSS) with the LOwer

grbups, perhaps because turn-taking in the High group waslio

order.
Teacher C also used a ,higher ,frequency of ProceSs Ques-

tions (QPC) than either of the other teachers, and like 'Teacher A,

she employed more of these with the higher,groups.

Student language in Teasher
group was .similarloAhat

in

the Middle/High group An the earlier grdde. In, other words, ,there

was very littld off-task
talk or verbal play. Students appeared

to have suffered not at all from crossing
the "border" of summer

into second grade and knew the rules very well, at least by the

third, week of. school.
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APPENDIX A:

CODES, DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES OF CONVERSATIONAL ACTS



Codes, Definitions, and Exaniples of Conversational-Acts

Code
Definition and Examples

Assertives report facts, state rules, convey attitudes, etc.

AAT Attibutions report beliefs about another's internal state: "He

does not know the answer."; "He wants to."; "He can't do it."

ADC Descriptions predicate events, properties,
locations, etc. of

objects or people: "The car is red.";'-"It fell on the floor.";

"We did it."; "We have :a boat."

AEV Evaluations express personal judgments or attitudes: "That's

jaoil7-------

AEX Explanations state reasons, causes, justifications, and predic-

tions: "I did it because it's fun."; "It won't stay up there."

AID Identifications label objects events, poeople, etc.: "That's a

car."; "I'm Robin."

AIR Internal Rep or xpress emotioni, sensations, intents, and

other mental evnts: "I like it."; "It hurts.. "; "I'll do it.";

"I know."

APR Predictives states expedtations about future events, actions, etc.:

"I'll' give it to you tomorrow."; "It'll arrive later this week."

'ARU Rules state procedures, definitions, "social rules," etc.: It

goes in here."; "We don't fight in school."; "That happens later."

Organizational Devices control personal contact and conversational flow.

OAC Accompaniments maintain contact by supplying information redundant

with respect to some contextual feature: "Here you are"; "There

you go.

OAG Attention Getters solicit attention:
"Hey!"; "John! "; "Look!TM:

OBM Boundary Markers indicate openings, closings; and shiftsdin the

conversation "Okay"; "All right"; "By the way."

OCQ Clarification Questions seek clarification of prior remark: "What?"

OEX Exclamations express surprise, delight, or other attitudes: "Oh!";

"Wow!"'

OFL Fillers enable a speaker to maintain a turn: "...well...";

Tr .7.7171 uh..."

OFS False Starts indicate aborted utterances: "We... they"

-t
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OPM Politeness Markers indicate ostensible politeness: "Pleate";."Thank

you."

ORQ. Rhetorical Questions seek acknowledgement to continue: "Knoviwhat?"

OSS Speaker Selections label speaker of next turn: "John"; "You."

OVP Verbal Play indicate language in which meaning is secondary to play.

Performatives accomplish acts (and establish facts) by, being

AT' Bets express conviction about a future event: "I bet you can't do

PCL Claims establish rights for speaker: "That's mine"; "I'm first."

PJO Jokes cause humorous effect by stating incongrous information,

usually patently false: "We throwed the soup in the ceiling."

PPR Protests express objections to hearer's behavior: "Stop!"; "No!"

PTE Teases annoy, taunt, or playfully provoke a hearer: "You can't

PWA Warnin s alert hearer of impending haft: "Watch out! ";

carefu !"

Requestives solicit information or actions.

QAC Action. Requests seek the performance of an action by hearer: "Give

me it!"; "Put the toy down!"

QCH Choice Questions seek either-or judgments relative to propositions:

"is this an apple?"; "Is it 'red or green?"; "Okay?; "Right?"

.QMA Requests for Mental Action seek specific mental activity by the

hearer:. "Think "; "Remember." o

()PC Proces.Questions Seek extended descriptions or explanations: "Why

did he go ? "' "How did it happen?"; "What about him?".

QPM Permission Requests seek permission to perform action: - "Mayj go?"-

QPR Product. Questions seek infOrmation"relative to most NH". inter-

rogatives" "Where't John?";. "What happened?"; ."WhOl"._"When?"

QSU Suggestions resommend-the
performance of an action by hearer or

speaker or both: "Let's doyit!"; "Why don't you do it?"; "You .-

should do it."

QVB Verbal Action Requests seek performance part of an instructional

routine such as reading aloud, conducting language-learning exercises,

repeating, or spelling: "Read this word"; "Repeat after me"; "I go,

you go, he ...."

77



Responsives supply solicited information or acknowledge remarks.

RAG Agreements agree or disagree with prior non-requestive act: "No, it

As not! "; "I don't think you're right."

RAK Acknowledgements recognize prior non-requestives and are non-commital:

"Oh"; "Yeah."

RCH Choice Answers Provide solicited judgments of propositions: "Yes."

RCL Clarification Responses provide-solicited
confirmations: "I said

no."

RCO Compliances express acceptance, denial, or acknowledgement of re-

quests:. "Okay"; "Yes"; "I'll do it."

RPC Process Answers provide solicited explanations: "I wanted 'to."

IRPR Product Answers prdvide Wh-information:
"John's here"; "It fejl.

.RQL Qualifications provide unsolicited information to requestives:

"But I didn't do it"; "This is not an apple."

RVB Response to Requests for Verbal Action provide solicited speech,

such as reading aloud, repeating in chorus, or spelling.

Special Speech Acts are prescribed utterances
expressed in a special way.

SAC Counting indicates naming numerals or counting objects.

SAL Laughing codes laughter.

SAS Singing indicates singing, either words or sounds.

MKE Microphone talk codes speech directed at the tape recorder

microphone often silly or nonsensical.

NVB Nonverbals code important nonverbal acts.

TRA Translation codes conscious, direct translations.

UNT Uninterpretables indicate uncodable utterances.
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eac4er A: Low Group Reading

'Web. 1311., 1
2s . loom,
3s o '2

..

942 .

. lntmgml.

,19 MINS. ENOLI24 READING 01.1NTSTONEI

r Sit, .Sits.

All on the board 'here now,
I don't hear Hieu-Nghi.

5: 010A0 a 6
: O1PPR a 4

: 52RV8 e 2 Sit, like, N.

91 528A3 e 3 tap a Isingingla

10. -w 1 bk.ry.
111 010CH e 5 Can 'you use this in a sentence?

121 01088 1 Hieu-Nghi.
7

14: 525A6 e 0
15: 010V8 ?me 6

(Henrietta is still singing).
Use this word in a sentence

17: 528A5
18: 010V8
It. 7.4RY8
20: 525AS
21: 01056

e .

c 5
3

e 0
1

a .

(Henrietta is still singing). p
frilwider- [Make a sentence for me.]

elail

(Henrietta singing).
Wyman.

23: 010AS e 1
24: 01PPROSUe 4

Henrietta.
Would, you sit down
,ii....T

261 1IRVB, ,47 3 I can't ride.
27: 010V13.....ei 1 But.

6

29: 01RAS
30: 010V8;: a 6
314 2 V8 w
32i 01AEV e 4
33: OITRAOPCc 11
24.
35: 16RV8 c 1
36: 24RAG

e
c 2

. u f11 r 10..
No.

4i
.1..

I can't ride, but I can
J
That's good one.
(414444,04110AclerP [Can't ride a bike, but can do

star,
[read.]

4, [No.]

38; 24AID
391 O1AID
40. ivRAe
41: 24RAG
421 01RAS

C 3 IIJIL [can walk.)
Jump

a

fillip 2

I jOi Clump. ] T

1 Okay,

441 010AG e 1
451 01PPROSUe 7

.Hiw1 nwris
AO -Ngat
You want to go to your seat.

47: 010R0 e 1
48: OIPPROSUe 3

Ha.
you want to?

": *
.

50: 0108M e I
7.. ..

Okay.

yT

iviicrofilmectr-From
FScst

4.-

vdilable Copy
. . .

.
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a. a .. '

ti

aii U UmT r. fJ w .

52: otom e 5 'What does this word mean?

531 010PC a, Can you use this word in sentence?

I i0
551 OIUNT
561 010PR

0 1

m 8 411,749'CN COo you knowl what does sit mean?

58: 01085 e 1 Ah -Ngat.

598 13RPR e 1 sit.
4

61: 13RFR c 2 %.*i [Sit down.]

624 52DVF c 2 Vai LSitgown.)
65. 010VB 6 3 01 "
641 16AIR to 2 1 know.

65: 520vF e 2 ,
[Sit down.3.

-----Stn Zt1OAQC!'Se 1 My5anh.
67: I6RVB e 4 The little boy sit.

68: OIRAG e 4 The little girl sits.

obi 01AIDOV9s 3 ww w vies

70: 010A0 e 1 okay (T points to runs).

711 010VB 4 How about this one? IT points to runs).

73: 240FS 2 1. No.'

74: 24RVB e 4 The little dog run.

44 7 4-01.

76: 24ROL e 1 runs).

77: OlOSS e 1 Henrietta.
W 1 ,

79: 010VB e 3 Use this word iv a sentence.

80: 010VB 4 What is this word?

1 nvLT w I 73Ti3w
82: OIRAG e 3 This isn't little.

83: 01AIO w S This is "rides a bike."

.w.

85: 010BM e 1 Okay.

86 :. 010CH e.7 Can you use this in a sentence?

. t UM/
SS: 52UNT e 2 1 like:

89: 010V8 3 I like what+.
.

91: S2RVS. 'e 3 to ide bike.!

92: 01RAG e 6 1 1 ke to ride a bike.

94: 010V8 e 4 W t this word is?

95: 16DAGA1Re 2 I know. tr

1

97: IIRV5 e 1
98: 010CH e 4 You need some water?

100: 24A1R -et 5 I need some water toci;

101: 010VE e 4 What is this word.-

11 gr. .ap. ilm1,0 W.
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SIT Oitjru, w
.521 010PC 5 What does this word mean?

531 010PC e Can you use this word in 'entente?

551 01UNT 0 I

56e 010PR owe- CD0 you know) what dls sit mean?

58e 01085 1 Ah-Ngat.
591.13RPR 1 sit.

---ben-trttPft---w-0--Whert--dows-rtt-aarsrsT`
61e.13RPR c 2 tau C81 t down.) .

621 520VP c 2 L itlown.)
.

65. 010Y5 .. 3 fItti4litrin-------ttiarfre-tr-arwrtaror-fflari--
64: 16A1R 2 I know.

I- 651 520VP e 2 .
[Sit down.)

,7----VVI-OTDAVOT5v-r-----hir-ewnt.

,...-._.

678 ItAys 4 The liittl boy sit.

681 OIRA0 e 4 The little girl sits.
w

70: 010R0 1 okay CT points to runs).

71e 010V8 e 4 How about this one? CT points to runs).

-111-ecr"Ngtri.
73: 240FS e 2 I. No.

74: 24RVE e 4 The little dog run.
-71A1-1

7b1 241101. 1 runs.
77: 01095 e 1 Henrietta.

w WttuT

79: 010VB a 3 Use this word in a sentence.

80: 010V8 a 4 What is this word?

ell =We 14-t-t w

82: 011 AG e 3 This -isn't little.

83,i OIAID e 5 This is "rides a bike."

2 211 w. V

85: omen e 1 Okay.
86: olocH e 7 Can ydu'use this in a sentence ?,,

88: 32pNT
89: 010V8

-----40
91: 52RVE1
921 OIRAG

W

2
a 3

...

I like.
I like what?

4 3 to ride bk.ke."
e 6 I like to ride a bike.

94: OIQVP e 4
'95s 160A0AIRe 2

What this word is? --

I know.
ymecif.

. 97: 11RVP. a 1 likes.

*981.010CH 9'4' You heed some water?
=Fir- 1611 *

1001 24AIR -6 5 I need some water too.

1011 010V8 4 What is this word.

Microfilmed From

E3st Availab e
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103. 11111V8
104: 52RVI).',;,,-

106: O1OCH a, 8, Can you use thiS in a Sirritence?,

07: .52RV.E. e..2 Like, ikes.

109e '.11RV8 e 2 "I,' 1/**:Vc.
11.01 01RAG "e 3 troli4;,Alikilt:

-112. 010VB ^a 1 He.
113: 99RVEI. e 2 He likes.

a

115: 01RAG. e 5
116: 52RVD 4'

O! ADC e 6,
.4 118: 24ADC a 5
.1r 119: 010AC 4

'ao 120. 52ZAT'a
121: 240AG ,2

'.122: 520SS e 2

,

Okay, 1.1.' g dog.

-ready =to -reed.
MY nOsio74iiii11. be bad.
Pass the booeikdown..

4. 124: 130AGPFile 1.
125: 24AIR a. 4

rr
Mrs; ,Ling..
Give book.

iirt"her.
fiy-Danh.
I need Vie Water.

ti-

127: :01UNT
128: 244112 a 4

3: S
130: .0/01R0 I 1-

..e'Vk 131:: 01.0AC e 4
1Z;', 01.0At
1334 .24CIFE ,3
134: 24AIR a. :4

I need the, water.
.1..get.Ashe the- top -one.
Ohay7
Takt, the top-one..,

top one
I ae to,
I need some water.

+3e4cr,r* 3 -1

,136: '010AF a 4
137: 010AG a .1'

Lot*. -+Ii,n.1-;4-*.t7t-tV---
Take ;the top one.
Hen,4ietta.

.139: 11AA7 e ,4 He 'hints 4, half
140:
1 1 i 529A -e
142s 01PPR 1 ; tBh.
1431. 010SEJ ' See Who is

1451 a the on:ti:p thi
146; 52410 3 On page three. '

,

01ADC a 3 .Carletto" ready.
149; 01ADC 3 Ah--ngat is. ready..

151: 010CH a 3 Are °you reileRV
152: 010PM a 3 9 That* ,ygu Ah-rigat.

t:J-ir.



1
16

"'OlOSS
1

1651.010PR
160 061621t

1 ?01AI !

.1
1714
171

fri%

a

. 1 .1*

176
177

*Sim for shm
4,

!,. ,

voy. :ages peeking.
to it 3. twit

t."M'ch k..and. eel if you remember.
gilerierse aof ,thi first. story?

. - ,
. 9

!Chlt'ilifithe'neei"fof the title of the first story?

.10 I you, Act tell me, what's; the, no
;.1..e,theilame of :the story found, on

"!1 . f -PR '!. .e I fcan."

i t:xileori..
,

4 ;4iS1,043 * :-'.. .- w *4.,. ..:. 11p. tww.. (Twain-limn tat -a -11 --Isk k th ea d..-i

Ss: 11 CISU t ws 41,,,,,.
::::.,.'illIcital ii,..: you: tell with

the SnooP i es?

Ati4e osortt.,, .:. .11:y.p-"irriiii..
',.--tt.',34,-ert' itivt--,r-*---'---irti'W-arrIr-Vwttfng

III./ Of,.
4 .: .

CO,41' ., sa .6. .......A : . ° ,2C-''
.

..
,t'.;.1-1P01. wsigpu,

.:e'7,-;t:..:Tn0 can, go back to their seat:

o
'.1.137i024RPIK.!:. er,7:-.. '',..tili little man and the little mail.

189i010P11/,e 3 I 'am sorry.

190:-010p! e The,

141 4Rrft t.t.w

92:01UNT, e sslissi. ts
3: 01PeR`; e 5 That goes to Joseph

page 30?

too., CT talks to the other

JuaaN1.,
I don't want, that much noise.
I Can't hear the..

you'go back to your .seat and put your heads down..

You 4Ost, you 1.bse your game previledge.

2014 45RCH at 1 Yes. Or .

202: 01ADC e 5 You better remind your friends.

. .



1

2051 01A81;
206* 010R0-
207s

'208t. 0108M
4209a _010PR
214/...'040=

'211e .24RPR
2121. OIRAG

214: al orp
215: 99RPR

WW1 inII 1111411r I

3 ',can't hear.
1 Okay?,
1 you.

e 1 OkaY.
ell. What's the
-e I -Ikea Nwhi?
e 7 The little
el 1 Right.

ell. And whatipage
1

name of the 'story fOurce

man and the big matn.,'

217: 010ACCISUe 6 . Can you find that for me:
218: 010SS 1 Ah-tIgat7

220: 010AC 4
221: 10IRAG 1 O'Pay
. w, 2 f<:ytlt Tier t.

223: °IRAS 1 Okay..,"
224: 010PR 40' .Ound on, page?

2264 01DACOSUe 5 :Let's turn to page 30.
227: 01UNT e 0

ut yu a km.
"Put your marker

'.229:it)1UNT 6 e

232: '010PR:
273: 010SS 1,,.

.
2351 24RPR ,e 1
236: 52AID

7
2 8: 24RPR e-1
279: /3RFR'.. e.2
24 Zft0,41EXe
24 1, 01PeRAF'Re
2424

2451-10-1-5Pf.t,
244: 1,1RAG e
245: 1,3A10, ,e..2
246. 61FPR w 5
2471 014EX, e 4
248: 13UNT ch..

---2491-0.113eM
250:,601CeR e 8
251; 010AC e

story" for me.
-7nIrrandatherritt-ttirw-,-.

414.0*.yOU
:.'<g7i71.14.06N9ty.1-1!

:Jew .
Du 1 A:,

301-
The g man. ",

Wt fi:"714csiiiy-orrticrortf
30..

. '30. 30.

tort'?-

7.-41

1I will only call in
their handa nisoery.

I.: 1 rip' -1*--ar
No, not 30.
There there.

t. wee
I can only tee hands go up.

those people :Who

0!)'.
1,4t , do ,yoU see in':theage..of
tliWfe over a little:bit. ti

253:' 5 is on 'page 37.
254:''52RAt: e 'Okay,



Og VA .011. ae ATV you p Tux

2561.010PM 1. .please? .4,-

2571 52RCH 0 1. Na ,

A o; yes.

259: °ppm.; a 2 Thank you, Henrietta:

260, 010BM. : e 1 Okay.
"

2621 010SS
263: 51RPR

265: OIOPR
266: 01055

268: 11RPR
269: 01RAG

------2"7"01-Ornerit
271: 010FS
272: 11RPR

.... orftA
274: 11RVB
275: 11WP

----T76: t+10EM

V

1 Henrietta?'
0 7 A big man and a little Wan.

ay
4' What are they doing

e 1 .Wyman?

1
la 1-

Read.
NO,

e
1

FYI 1A aI..s it 1Wy
What are

wy Mr W WAZL7 flw-

e 3 They. ere sitting.'>.

e 3' They are sitting.
@ '1-'7---"--W11.7

--"" 277: 010FS a what,tdo you think,

278: 010FL e 1 Ah.
W Cflc lf

280: 010SS 1 Hieu-Nghi

281: 010PR, e 3'

24RFfi
287: 01RAG e 5
2E44: 010BM e 1

where-are they?.
In the err k.
They arein the parLi

And, ,

J.

286: 010 e 1
e

. .
3 3

289: 01TRAAEXm 7

',90: !ARCH e 1
291: . Atret
292: °MAC e 3
293: 010SS e 1

.pos F. LII y.0

Ah-Ngat?
In the city.
uUh

CountrY

Raise. your 'nand.
Hieu-Nghi.
in. tllrr city.

295: 010PC e 4 How do you 'know?

296: 24RPC a 7 Because. they got

CCOuntry is farm.]

the house and, tree.

298: 0,1ADC
.299: 010P(

13RPC
302: 99RPC

1JY ,
1J111. R

e 6 They have houses in

e 6 What kind of.;.nouses

el Building.,
e 1. Building.

the
are

country too.
they?

304: 17RPC e 3 Because too 'val.

305t 99RCH w 1 Tall.

6 .
86
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3061'01RA0 e 4 They are tall-buildings

.3071. 01ADC , 7 you see tall buidinps,.in the city.

304s. 16AID 1 . Here,

31011::16ADC e 3 I see it.fw.
312s 010CH 9 You want Elaine to take you tothe nurse?

313: 010CH t1
You want. to go the, IT talks to Carlotta)

--9'5141-1"1-51B-et W

3151 010PR e: 1 . Ha?-:

316i 11ADC le 3 there's:got one.
Yes h,

318ft:01AD0,. e 7 there is one over on .the-

3191 11AID. 3 That's .JOseph Lives down there.'

20t-etiPetirteillne-yre.71-11--ttre-L-t-t71-rnmyrcor-t.

cauntry9--

3221: $.6RCH e- 1 :
Country'
City. , u

:.,e(f.4.41415. =' 1 .t

;0; Tiu c '5 '04.10eVINIL:
CIn the ckty:].

f, 3:,501ADC m 3 .

Joseph' Lives down there.

777M:11kM--7-1F-4-77---e00.usd
010CH 00, would you say. the big man the little man are sad?

24RdH e 4 .. No, they are happy.

) .
it tmm

.

1

331: 910SS e 1 Hieu-nghi.
"PP I

333t010PC e 6 Why, why would they be hippy?

T34: 16RPC e 4 'Because he. iS

= `J2 ZY1RAQl .g 4 $acau' I.i a99 ow.

534i 01 oPR e 7'; Who i s al king?'
.

137m,:.1-6RPR %e to, The little man and the big .marqr

Wiry 1-c-t1 4 4 t t
.

,
Z1RPR e 3 The big man..

7340i..J6RPR a ,1. : Big man.
7W 1411 1W vay MW ...W..cr1 114.8 VW

342: 160CH:.'','e 2:
Answers him.

34:s: e 2 Answers him.
. y

-w1-1-1--t a 3 ---to

345: 13RCH e 1 No

346: 01RAGOCOe 1 No?'"

3481 O1RAG f, he would.

349: 010FS a 2. And the
tit12 y 'Ertrir* w

351 010R0 a 2 Isn't : Huh? 't 4

3".`12: 010ACOSUe 7
Cet's -fi'nd out what they do tether

5 JARLi.7 z i TT.
.3541 OIQAC is 4 TUrn to page 32.

355: 24ADC e'4 We didn't read this.

erz-ertftAele-2--NcrT---

ire i croft me4.From
'Best esotvaileOle,Copy

. . .55 .55 .



357: 01ADC e 3
3510 13AID e 1
-739:-01RA0 w r
360: 0143BM e 1
361i 010ACOSUe 6

we read that.
33, 33.
32-
now.
Let's see who is on 32.

tie.
3638 51RVB e 4 The big, the little.
364: 010ACPPRe 7 didn' ask anybody read it.
3,651--tifeAC--Lw 4-11Tge-$711d7irocr-.to- o0
36.6t. 010AG e 1 Henrietta
367: 010PR e S What did Mrs. Ling say?

w
169: 010BM it 1

370: OloACAIRe S.
eirrrit . 1

372: 010APAIfie 9
373: 91F(A14 e 1

. i< pwww Jam.
Okay.
I want you to look.
I want you to read to yourself with your eyes.
Okay.

van C "wr.1C !v, Irr.r any IiYaWSW.

3751 92PPR a 1 Sh..
e,

.
,

376; e. 3 With 'eyes.
--771:+rTH-nm-lre,

juMp;
379: .10AC -4 4e...; ...Read4With your eyes, . (Teacher murmurs.)

1p y u.

(T tells Wyman to reaesilently)
e 3 What this word?

remerrtzer- tHat-woi-dr-to J y

.
.39114RPR e 1

01RAG e 1 Liles.
11FV6 w 1.

387;. 13RVB e 3 The little. man.-,
3881,11. RVB .4' to jump.

kr, f,2 i
390:- lloPR e.2

01U)9T e 0 140,

392: .12.0rR w 2 Whityar': Lt.; fiT
e'2 Thatws "so".

394"(.430PR e 2. kihat's this?,
AS-77272 *. Li ,n,f.f.

13OAG e 2 Mrs. Ling. ,

;7497: 240PR e 4 'What'is'this word?
4-
399:' 11Ace 3. aread hepe.
400: 24RVB e 4 RE-likes to jump;.

4

402: O1CAC .10 Stop, when ,you girt to the end of page 32e;.:
'4031 010RO e d OkAly. r.

4051. 010FM 1

406: 010AC

ems
.

.

Put Wisir. merkir

82



4081
4091

010AC e 5
OIQAC 9 3

410.
4111
412:

010P2 .10
010PC e 1
24RFC e 5

4144 .13RPC
415: 01CiPR

4
7.

417s
.418:

24RPR e
010PR e

4
5

4201
421:

e-
010PR e
51RPR e

9
2

424:
99RCH 1

010ACAIRel1

Put your markets right there.
Close your book. -
Ws, knu....-wilry-t-ewk-yoa
Why?
Because we are too noisy.

Mar"

Because listen to- teacher
What ,did Mrs. Cing say at first.
Don't move th mouth.

.

What else did I. say?

Wit page did I tell you to look at.
Page 32.

No.
I Want to stop at the.Pnd of page 3

426:,.04pRO. 1 . Okay"? ,.,

427: 040ACOSUe 7 Now, let's open uP our book, again.

429: olemq from what you read.

433: 1;1,
4321'
431-i 01
430: 010 y

-hat does the 1 ttl e -marl 407

Who an read the sentence that tschqs, abo4jump

,

438: O e 6 .

-.4-44tiat419as he like-to do.
..439:. 01C:SS e 1 Ah-N kit?'.....
:. '....;, OASa' -7-----Use-Yottr-
.....e41 i '010VB e 6 What doet-310-H1:i ke to do?
'474:4!, OIOBM ,,e 1 Okay.

°-.1441,.:13RVB a 5 . A: little man ,in the,.
-51UNT e 2 passing gui6.

'ob-he-re -Po -read -t1;i-7whz-l-e--srnterriei

"447: 13AIR e 5 I don't know.this sentence.
01000 Ah.

.450: 160AG e 2 I knot.
c 531 010VBAIDe I He.

. tern
13RVB e 4 Ha little to down

54: 01RAG e 2 Note

Henrietta?
He likes
If= 114.e.. to J..mpr.

1;:* 456i QlOSS e 1
45,17: 51RVB14 e 2

:.



,. ft.

w 1 4 AwR W Jump..
't 41601 01RAG 1

461: 010FR 5

467: 51RPR e 4
4641 010PR e

01 ay.
So what does he do

He 1 kes to jump. ly
:So what does he do

46,6: 16RFF e 4 , He likes to 11.4(11A;

467: tIRRF e he jump.
ifinat -Oves

4tc: 51FFF e Z . So he Jumps.
16RRF e 7. So he Jumps..

-51R-F-F --e ..ic..3e-rre lump t
01RAG e, So he jumpS.

4771 51F-PF e 3 .So he jumps.
-Jorrrps.

47' `". FPF e 7 So he jumps.

476: (.11DA:CSUe Let get--.-to page

--S.o urno S

476: 5...:RFF So he Jumps.

47?: 5.-IRAE1 e . -Ivrt`44-

4 °1: ( . 0 6 .wtn en you get. to t Its411. est. line stc4,,
4F2: 11R'VE: e C The big man. 4.

- 464: e Wnat's this wOrdn
4'6'5: 010'J e eV read now

tRtli = r 7 r
:1F,VE e I 111 e Ce sit. So I -

e dcss.7,thet I 1:1 e.

'e A11 no I am not,
e 7 I lile to JUmp. but I 11!-e ' 7+;*RAS,.

P. 1"--,et'-.s not --A-11-e.

4411"..NT
I : :

: 1A.111. e d.:.... car,-t

--*4"57.
L56: 17000 e 4 WiiNat dial he. what:
457; ' e -2 I can't, ''

--e 2 --1 't ---

449: 51R,CL eV Lump.

itC'S What: s thl s word"

17LJNT e.
51FVE

siors e 1 l Itt1A-
-6 fze

5::8: 1ZUNT e 1 1

5r.)9: 17.24T e 1 little- _

Zn-rt-t----JuTrTFrFt::rcrt7

1:;6,#ti,,-r jump sari tit.
-7-

:.441 .



---w
51 1 s 51RVB e
512: 010AUTRe

514: OlOPPrn.,aa
515: 010PR i e

6 iikv to :Mt-.
3 So I sit.

Shhh-
h.--0t
6 What, does
6 What does

r r

the
the

--e- So-71-re-T-Itimp.s

517: 24UNT, e 3 The big man,
518: 240VB e 3 What is this?

:

520: :ae.mb; e 7 Sayi I lite to..
521:54,-,QAP e I know.

ka-01r0,1-Sr-4., ere- to ---i-erere,- at-tft-e-treo-k

52; e S. - The big man can't Jump:
524: 1AP like to read.

big
big

man say"
man say?

,--:441+-chertCe- -ttrrn anybody errrrg- -art terrti-an.-

526: '01043F cr,e 2 Especially Ah-Ngat.
527: 017:b0SUe 4 Let's read it again.

at- -does

529: 01gAG e 1 Everybody
5Q: 01DAC e 7 tale your mar1,er.

1 and-pert- It- I.:nicer

572: 0:AEX e 4 So Hi eu-Nghl can readifto
e 7 you follow along.

-a- -reed- a-ga

575: e 1 Yes.
576: 0.4CFS e 2 The, nc

-24.s.ve e 7- -the -tog -mar -4

58: e 1 .sevs,
529: 041rYE. e 7 says I can,

= --e

541:("14ID e 1 can't
542: e 2 can't Jump.
-517: e els-s zoos ne

C:ICVB e 1 but
545: 2.--1F'.B e 9 but I car sit. I liLe to-sit:

-e- -----5=-1-ert
547: OIRAG E 1.. Okay. ,

548: °ICES .e 1 Ah-Ngat.
549: e 4 ---Cen

.-

550: I:15BM e 1 0;

,:.1:-TSUe 4 Let' s read It tcgethe-,
Alike -9-- - --Oro r: a -: acrn t. ttrurra-

(*)* OF C e 1- 01 a'y'7

554: 010,.E0Slie E Can w "'etcead it together
fstz

c95VE ell The big man says I can't jump. But I tan tit.

55"7:1Wc,-VE, e 7 I 'to sit. So I sit.

: at
-That-we s sly of better-,

559: oi nFs e 2 Now ,the,
560: 01ADC e 3 everybody followed along.

f.rofilmed From
--Esest-Avail4ble Copy



../ 21-trl-ORD
562: OIAEX 6 loop how

5674'010DM 1 May.
much easy it I II.

565: 01DAC 4 Turn to page "34.

566: 17000 e'l
1 bury.

.0681 24ADC I Finish.

569s 51FAG 1 34.

5712 01AD: e 1 JurrIF 1 ng.

5 72: 01AID 1 34

e.,ICsect:
freed -vim, s-yrs -rwarn.

5741 910Hrl 1 01 ay.

5751 OIOAC e 4 When you get to the last line you

-ter al-itiread "WA*" WOLTZ!: Z-74ileq,

man did somethir.g rise

577: 0IFFFOACe 4 With your eyes. eyes. (To ail

151RA004Ce 4 Rved with your e .es.

-i;r11.,;:rDflf.-er -2
Etym.

11FVE e 4 The little man run.

5812 17FVE e 4 The little man run.
-What- is -t1-,-1sr`-

SE:: 010VEIAIDe 1 He Sa.

5542 11RVE p 4 He lake to run.

5S52--1-3RVE- -Hu 1 A1 w--tz -r-tir,,

596: 010CH e 6 Are yew rpaCi mg with . your eyes'

01FAGI;IF:e. 4 I don't
-e -5-- ----You

Sc:S CIIADC e n Y,oi.tr- mouth is mo- 2

1:).1AEV e Very nice.

55::: 11UNZ' e C' ,: :

-

Sq.:: 010F'S e 4 You see how Henrietta reed.

-1.'"11 2 -'711.:',AS: -'--e7-1- --e---eryb2-_-.dy--
_ __.

Sq5: 010:4: e 4 watches now tie--ietta tea:-.1s

5qt: (2.V.1'.1 e 0 . then -aetta rek,;:e silent1.7).
-,7"-t-cr 7 . . l'f:TA".7: ----e--.-1-

--1s21.nhige-t .

LPE: e I Watch.

5c"C: 020 H e Doee she mete en. noise"

---e 7 c._:-r.t

17r:1'E e 7 The litt:e

C'3 CAC., e

re---..--pe 2 does he-1;

e 5 does she mei-e i1) noise^

-1.77*-1.2
e 2

6C 7 014PC, e She mo,.cs with her e,oire.

6C17-2:' c::"..AZCSUe t Ca you o the 5.a.ne^

at -risme -hee:r)

.6 Ir.): 03 CEM e 1

611: 01CF*. e 6 What does the little men do'

at-

. . _

'21114.'



2z
613:
614i

vfete,
6RFR
OIRAG. e

r

4 The little man run
May.

Stop,616: 01PPROACe 1

'617; (110AZ e 1 stop.
-14 arsi-oe---retz-Ivhat -Ooes-t-hs-1-ttt-1-e-leah-do7'

619: OIADC e 4 "The little man runs.'

.,620; 010E01 e 1 Now.

-621: -14'i- t- _Ocoi-hr to

OlOrL e 1 Uh.
"..QES e 1 Ah-Npat.

---Whet -toes Ale -do".

2ts OICRAD2m 9 illAiN4/1-. 11 asked You.] "What does he .1fe to do^"

6264 16F-PF e 4 He 10,e to run. Au

o:71:04 0 e
i nd the 'sentence :arid -te-11

DOES this tell me he likes to run^

624: e ? This say that the little man.runs.

-r E 1- ---Rnvn-t""

C71: 010:H 61(.. Does this sentence tell

672: 17R'.1- e 2 He little.

p;
ftZt. -11-ttt.0

674: 1-F.E. e says.

67t:_IMAIE e 1 likes
--76o -ran .-

677: o:FAE e 1

679: (..11RK; e He likek.46.rtin. so:he rons

r

64'1: E 7 We'll, stop here..

t4:: e Et-:e:_se I we--t cc

r-e-.

VIZFF .e 4 fnan,, c_%epplc.

e 1 the.

tvf- r -2 ---t`s L:ntzln.

.
E 1 1E.

=4" E %.:t ME.

-----t-4 E.;; --e -3-e

c4m: e Don't
0:Arc:Oco 7 Vae a-e go1ng to write

11Cff e 2 -A1 t:tn't.

me wnet he likes to do"

see

9

Sorething about:

f.f: 010=Y E Ch.
e vot., wer absent.

^5 ,s; t/R:C e I didn't.

6t,t : e your mark. e- on top.

-0 "00- 1-Cs s-'d -or arm, -wa:-t- t

tt-e: )1FF'F lz At,
. e

01C-4-7FFe ."" Don't go yet-

e.1:, S "1."AL e O (Cs la..;h:.

1:+1'C.14C e 6 FEES :/o..sr books to the left.

tt

Ye'

Copy,.



t.4.7.717 1

664: .24CW'M
665:, 99NVP

-tr -rtICtrtt
667s 240AC
6613% 7.4CIAC,

6701 :40FM
6711 010AC

--4-1eAC
t,,, I F

t 74:
?tt:

6761 1..1=Dr:
77 t :40PM!
-f..1 -7 t`c-r

...
.3 May, I ,Mava ;,y ,; .:-:..L ; ii' ,

-a.*
P

(C's gees ,boo$111-aMit,ma,,,f,iiisq,.; ,)J6t - '1' '1?

----v-t--""0114107.P...,
-TvaringTMCI *ttflirier 3A- ----'---

I Hwewvo,:,,,,., , ! .1. 1, ., ., ,

w--5- ----tturyi---hismr, tivor-troov:
wY11;i'fl4v,''':' /I

1 please') '
7 Pail the mael.er

.-E !;--DorPit Trzrrt vt .
^AC:o 5 0 GsVe It to htfr, nIcely.

I Wyrtiiin.
s?-7-4 '---crry, -rt- -try -nro

° .7 They are comi rip.
1. May I have Carlotta's b6bI-

E --rb. -7 tlOy -1-1-;vve -Ca,-lettem fiber-"_
r.) CT tolls tp Elaihe 4or a. 4ew seconO1

Ir44 -""tPliS -vow wit7intrii7etir-ttVE T-1 gt-1

_____________ -

".*a:?4 .t? 1,404

- - - - -

tsroflimed
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, .

Teacher A: Freqben0.ii.sind Proportions

t HIP .

Ir$44:!
0.00 1.4;

C v1116

F10400':Da11tga'07
111000-1 701.410, 1152,00 1014111'

11110 31.00 0.0 47.00 "Ti

COOS. ic PtOk no SPr k

10.' a '0,01 1.00 0.0C

131.0 0,12 'I:: . 00. 0,11

16.01 0.01 1,4' 0.01

27.0' 0.0 34,0: 0,04

47.0( 0, CA 4.00 0.00

14.0, 0.0! 6,00 0.01

1r,0" 0.01 4.0f 0.01

0.0' 0.01 3.1c 0.00

207.1( C.::
CA: 1.(6 0,0(

CV.) 2.01 0.0(

CV 111.0" 0.V
C". :2.0' 0.0:

1.0: 0.0!

0t. 67.0( C. 06

04! :a .Or 0.C:

Oar CO( 0.P'

01: 0,C7

CS1 (a 0.0E D''2.(c

0' :4 0.0( 0.0 C.0(

c.:: _2P; .0'
0,'Or 0.0( 0.0; 0.05

FCL (.0( - 0.0: 0..Of 0.0(

FJC 0.0^ 0.01

Fa; C. C: I (.:.
I. C: C.0 ( .0( 0.0'.

C.01 0.0: V 0,('
11.0! ION

(.6 6 :.1' CT'
50.'a c.0! 10(...0' C. 1:

( . (a - C.0' : 0' 0.0'

62. 0( C.0: 24.0C 0.C:

(.0: 0.0" C.",' C. Or

Pa. 0( C. 0: !I7744 0.12

24 . Oc 0.0: 22.(( C C. '7:

-. 0' 0.C: 34,6 0.04

34 :,0^
110.0(

0.28. OC,

-'.3q

1.0(
2.01

0.0'

126. PC

54: 0 .0'.

SA. 1.00

11.00 0,0'.

262.00 0,17

24.0( 0.01

61.0( 0,0:
51.0( 0.07

20.0( 0,01

16, ,
3.00 0.0C

19( .0; (.2: 4t2.00 0,2;

0,01 0.00 1.00- 0.0(

11.0( 0,0: 22.01 0, C',

V. 0' 0.10 171.4 0.0E

n.4 Lot 1:.00. 0.0:

4.0( C.00 12.0( 0.c:

11.0( 0.0! 71.00 0.04

24*.01' 0.0: 6e.,C' 0.C:

11.01+ 0.0! 15.0; c.::

ADA:7 F LINT 4

101411G1 511.0( 10141101 1354*, 0(

:1000 0.47 72,00 1.20

roc SPIqi 914 $1,0(

004 POP

7"*.oe
rot,. vIN i

'2,00 0.00 .3.00 0.00 , ZiOn 0.00 s#

41.0: 0.0' 1.!5.f0 0,1C 04.00 0,09

7.00 .0.01 3t..00 041 43.00 0.02

12.00 CO: 42.0( ..0.0:_,

1C,0( 6.0; ILO( 0.01'

tor co: 7.00 o:01

9.0C C.0: 12.0( 0.0:

C.00 -, C.0;'. 4.00 0.0f

71;10.4r1.17': 20',00 0.21

l.0C 0.0(

"6' 0.04; 14.00 0.0:

C. Ot 1111.0( 0.0'
A42 - 19.00'-

te.0:'
30.0C 0.07

0.04 40,01 0.0:

0.0' ILO( 0.0'.

11.0( 0.0: 4:.0r 0.0: , 29.0( 0.02

C.0,e 14 4 .0 0.1' Aqr %**srr -4C1F7 (5! 77.00 1.06

0.0' c.ir 0.0 .: '0'.v 0.(q. 0.0A

0,21 58.4' :te/It 4'4 . O 20_

C.0". 0.0:- 460; 0.0( 0.00 0.0(

C. 0/
C.0(

C. 0"

1,;,!""

(

0.1( 72..(( 0.40

0.1( 47.0' 0.0a

0.0: 112.00 0,0!
C. Or 2.00 0.01

0.01 0.0(

C.1' 0. Pc C.0'

C.0( 2.0' 0.0(

CP 6.00 0.01

0.0( C.00 040
0.0: 1.0( 0.00

0.14 :16.00 0.13-

Mt 140 G:00

0.00 1.0' 0.01

SC' 0.0; e.0' 0.0(

air 0.0C 0.0( 0,00

NYF 0.00 0.00 1.0!

TRA 1.00 0.0 "2.400

1117 19.0; 0.0: 14.00

21.00 '0.0: 2140

701AL 1113.0; 091.00

57,0C 0.02

55.01 0,01

7.,0C 0.01

0,C;

231,i' 31.7.0 )7:19-

1.00 0.Or:
46.0( 0.02 ".

elit).P' 0.0E 1.

0.1:

64.0: . C. C7

13.00 0.01

34,0( 0.0:
122.0( C.06

0.00 0.0(

212.82_ o. :1

0:00 0.00

0.0( 0.00 1,00 0.00

0.0: 0,01' 0.0( 0,0( 0.00 0.00

2:. 0( . 7.0f o,r: 0.C: 51.0( 0,0:

1,0, C.C( 0.00 0.0' 1.00 p.00

0.0,, 1.01 (.01 G. 0.0: 0.0C C.0:

24.00 C.': . .0: 64,0: 1.01 36.6- !.:. P( 0.0:

7*26.(,' t.( " 0', :5f..n: 0.1:

162.0' 0..n! 0. P6.0: 0. 0; 130.14.

.:.C: C. c 1. .6: 6:0! 0.0.: 6.c. 4:r:

FC,0( 1.14 .0.(.! h. 0( ( (.112

0.V. C0' 1.0C 0.0'. 1,C. C.c.(

- (.1! :7:3; (.1r ::!. 0C C, 1: -: .;

21.0: C. C: 11.0( 0.1: 20.0( 3N0( '(.1:

71.0; (.r4 :2. .0- C. PA Pt c.0!. e:.en 0.04

('11 Jr. 0: 00e 40:. 0.3E

o'.0: c,:: (.0:

4C,.0( 0.C: ' 0: P. 0.0: 21...01 ; 0.C:

17.00 0.01 0 0( 0.0(. 3.00 C.0:

2.00 . 0.2; 0.0! 1.01' .

1.0n' 0.01 . 2.1.0 0.0( 4,00 0.01' .

'3.0C 0.01 0( 0,01 0,01 0.01

1.00 0.0: 2.0: 0.0! 3,0C C.00

0.00 o. o.o( Loc. 0.00 0.01

Lon I ..0c 0.00 5.0f. 0.01

2itt( (.1!--- 90.0( 151,0", C.!:

-.. hoe. 0.0( c.oc c.en

2.0C' 0.0; 0.00 (.0C 3,01 0.0:

0,00 0,0(' C. r. C.00 :", PC 0.00 _.

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.0:

0.0( LOC. 11.0: 0.00 :.00' C.0(

0.00 3.00 0.01. 4.01. C.01 4.0( 0.0:

0.0: 22.00 C. 0:' 15:00 C. 51.00 0,04

0.02 42.00 0.12. ... 19.00 0.03 6:..0(' 0.04

2064.00 1.02 MAC' .-. 2416.00

c.rofilrned From
Available 00IDY,

101.01
30. 0." C. C:

, 3.0C 0.0".

5.0c ' A
6.00 0.01

0,00. 0.00'
5.00 0.0(.

0.0: 0.0c.

6.01 . 0.0'
0.12

coo 0.oc
3.0( (.00.

LOC '0.00

.0.0C 1 12.01

2.(k ; 0.0:-

.13,0( 0.00

,66.00 0.03

51.r 11.00 0.04

?1131.00 1.04



Tebstler: B Fre7r.100e5a64;Proportionk

. 4 ; r 2: 24 4 ,P' CWO; La lair R0: .1376.00 '2:.:::,,11.101FEC: 7,3i4.00 044.... 1E11 101-F.;.. 15"5.1.: . '

1"..40 1.75 1141E."4 5.00 ... 037. 110E: 32..0( 0.5? ' 11,:. 77.000.i1.,2:

-..1 55C' Erl,FRI
FRC .a SP/3 Rh FF0 Sr.rFF

. . .

. '.-'6.:,'

e....' 42. Pc C. Or.

71tD7. 274. 0'. . 0.0c.
rt'" tt.or. ... c:'cz,

. AEr 51..00 0.0.

Alt . .044.00 ' Mg
RIF ( 37.0(1 0.0:

C.F-E ..'13. 00 0.04*

:.F.4( . 3.00 0.00

. ',ILO:" .0.20 242.0(

0.47 4.0, ( .0(

.:,:: si.g..: (.47

6.04 `',:-.0.04

147.0(' 0.1.1

A
23.00 0.0:
43.00. . 0:07

1
20.00 0.01.

/ '16.00 ,0. 01

7.6. o6.. 0.0:,
1.00 0.00 '

'2E2.00 0.1( -.9e.v

1.00 ...0,0(. -.;.

79.0412 i0:04.2 :.

.3.00 {.. o. ry.

54.0( V. OE 201.

1 0(... (.0'

21.00 0.03

00 C.14. :
34.00- . 0. C.1

25.00_ 0.07

. . 65,00 0.0
:31.00 . 0.C:

27.ar- s 0.04

57.;00 '' 0.01- .s 32.06 t.o:

4.00 0:01 t
''. 3.0C 0.01 0.04 .0.0(

9.0E . 0. 0(

..-

'144.07 0.15 270.01

.. 2.0( 0.410
.1

34.77...004(1 rc.::;. 31,4.61

17.0( 0,0: IS .0( ( . c:

r1. 174;6: (...r..7 12.7.01. 0.11 :.. .

1.4.0;' C.C, .. III. Q.; -0.0:

C;:. Li'. 4( 0.07 21.q( (.it !co( tr. C.- 44.0: 11:0:
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OW Grbup: Freciuencies and Proportiems

'1.79IALt ALL POP0R110115 MP: UN '' L

OW 101.F110: 915.00 '' R1141)1116 70111111: 611.00 COKES!. 707110: 17.00 SEATIONt 1071102: 355.00

TIRE: 51.00 0.85 1196: 100.00 1.67 TIRE: 52.00 0.87_ TIRE:' 54.00 0.90

CODE FRO SPKPRII FRO, SPKPRA FlIC SPRPAA . FRO PEPRN

C C, : Lk:. 0.: I.P, e . - L

AAT , 3.00 0.00 .1.00 0.00 9.00 0.00
.....

1.00 0.00

ADC. 133.00 0.15 36.00. 0.06 * c: c - i' 23.00 O. 4b 7 .. J 1; 109.00 0.31 t
r :e

AEV 5.00 0.0r % 0.00 0.00 . , I:00 0.0 r rl e (I:. 6.00 0.02N` ; c'
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Middle,..Group:

'KEDALL' ALL PROPORTIONS

ORA-, TOT.FRQ: 1070,00
1

TIRE: )05,00 1.75

CODE FRO SPKPRO

fir,' ,,

UT. 2.00
ADC 147.00
AEV 3.00
AEI_ 4.00
AID 3.00

1R 49.00
R '1.00

Li 0.00
281.00

. -OA: 0.00
DAS 49.00
OPP `' 5.00
OCC 17.00

OD 48.00
OR 37.00
015 20.00
DPP. 2.00

DC 1.00
055 1.00

OVF' 62.00
;42.00

PET 1.00

PCL 0.00
NC 6.00
PPP 9.00
PTE 7.00
PP 0.00

23.00 0.02., 13.14 '
RA:-----10.00 -0.01 : c-

Breuencies and Proportion§

GROUP: RED'

READ016 TOMO: 452.00

791E: .100.00 1.67
FRG SPURR
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- RVB 0 0.01 '
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SAC. 2.00 0.00
SA1. 144.00 0.09
SAS 24.00 0.02
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AV8 0.00 0.00
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GAT 0.20

473.00 0.31' 270.29
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c.ra
os:. 11. v .5,1
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FRO SPKPRN
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°
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r I
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High Group: Frequencies and Proportions

CHINESE 1111FR(11 0.00

TIRE: 100.00 1.67

FRC SUPRA

.81v . Epw, Ism pRo:0;110NE CROUP: NISH

ORA. 103.FRC: 413.00 .. REAE1NE 10IFR0 : 104.00

TIME: 80.00 '1.33 21ME: 52:00. 0.8)

CODE- FR sPxr6
FRO S0KFRR

.

AA,

AEA' 0.00
ADC 52.00

AE/ 0.00

013' 45.00

A1F 16.00

tip; 3.00

AR:. ,

111,0C

'OA: 0,00

OA: 9.00

CI"! 1.00

OC; 6.00

' 0E1 IL 61

OF, .5.00

DrE 23.00

Pt

r-

OR E'in

050 0.00-

OV: 5.00

6:. (0.'

PET

PC,

m

0.00 OC

0.00 p:oo.
0.17, )0.46

0.00 ' 0.00

0.11 ! 0.39 .

0,04 : 0.14

0.00 ; p.m

0.00 AIL(
0.2e 254° /

0.0( O. 0(

0.02 ' 0.14 .6

0.0C 0.07,

.O.0: 0.13

0.02 0.19

0.01 0.02

0.0i 0.37 I

0.00 0.04

0.00 0, 00

' 0.00 . 0.0(

0.01 1.. 0.41:-

C.15 147. 2;

0.0c, 15-.00

0.0( . O. 0( .

.o 6.01 .
:

,

1/;FOF E;r0: 2.0C 0.0: 0.67

.

O. 00 0.00 0.00 ERROR .,ERROF

, 0.00 dm .

.
-MDR CROCE

'ERROR ERROR17.00 0.16 0.59

2%00 0.02 0.07'
;ERROR' ERPOF

7.00 0.01 0.24
* ERROR ERROr

3.00 0.03 0.10
ERROR .ERROF

0.00 0.00 .0.00
,,-EADR (PROF

0.00 O. 0( 0.0(
I ' ERROr EFROt

29.00 0.22 33,46
0.00 :EFROF . 0,00

0.00 O. 0( 0.01
ERROR EFROr

1.00 0.01 0406
: ':. (RCP (PROF

2.00 0 or '0:13 -
:ERROR , EtROA

3.00 01.03 V. /9'
MOP. ERRO;

22A T W24 10TFRI: 1 I2006'

TIME: 40.00. 0.67

FRO ZSFIIRN

0700 0.00 0.0(
ERROR ORO( :

4.60 Di 0,25
ERROF :MOE

5.00 0.05 0.31
ERROR (ROOF

0.40 0.00
ERROR (PROF

.

0.00 0.:00

0.00 0.00

ERROR

EZ: ,

1.00 0.01 0.06
ERROR,

16.03 2 0.45 12,44 0.0(' ERROP% 0.0(

0.00 C.01
(PROF ERMA

.

.

C.Dt )0.00:
' FEW. Et R:;

0.0
(DF EF07

'..
0.00

P F

PFi (.04
1.00 0.01

.PIE .0.4( 0.00
0.0^ 0, C0 00-

ERf OF ER02A

0o0- , o,00 _.r..,r--: C. O( 0.1. C:0(
200F MO;

:.04 C.Of "4.!f. -17'00 0.01" , fi, IS 7
0.00 EFROF . O. 00

0A: 4.0( 4.0: 0.1: 5.00 0,05 :.1 0.31
EFFOF Et %O:"

2:74 3.10 0.0; 0. IC
4.0( 0.04: :.6 2..!

. f AF13r SR: 7t

vt 0.0: 6.0w 0.0' . 0.00 : v.0: ERRO 20A2r

Cr: 4.0' 0.0: C.. 17' 1: but 0.31 . 0.0: ERP,g 20.7.0;

OF' 2.01 C. 0( V . 0 t
1.3' (':01 . C. Ot

ERR2 EA.A.D;

CtF 1E.0' (.04 0.5!
4.00 ,,0:04 - . C.2`

. RFD; E0A3A

Q1,0 .
0.00 06 O.

0.00 !,t, Ot C. 03
ERROt ERFOt

CVE
C:0: 0.0f

.1.00 ,.' 0.01 0.06 .
.

ERPOA EF F.:''

0.00

33.00

0.00

0.00

0.26

0.00

0.0(

0.77

0.0C

X1.00 0.01 0.0:

8.00 0.07 - "0.19

1.00 0.01 o.q:

. 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 ' 0.00 0.00

43.00 0.36 64,50

6 0.00 0.00 . LOC

.
43.00 0.11 0.5(

. 1.00 0.01 0 :04

3.00 I. 03 0.4 17

- 1.00 0.03 0.1:

1.00 0.01' 0,0A
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